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ABSTRACT 
Context. Forecasting is a complex issue to predict the future trend of uncertain situations. It plays an 
important role in our daily life and many organization and individuals use forecasting to manage, 
assist, and plan their programs, budgets and investments. Country seaborne container throughput and 
port capacity management is one of demanding areas for forecasting. Forecasting the country 
container throughput and providing sufficient capacity to handle container throughput requires an 
appropriate forecasting model. 

Objectives. In this study we review previous attempts in forecasting country seaborne container 
throughput, analyze them and then classify in form of table to provide a concrete base for researchers 
in this field.  

Another aim of this study is to provide a Decision Support System (DSS) to assist experts in port 
management and forecast their country seaborne container demand. It will lead to reasonable 
decisions so as to provide sufficient supply which handles containers demand. This DSS, is a global 
forecasting model which can be applied to every country, independently of their specific parameters.  

Methods. In theoretical phase a number of scientific databases such as: Google Scholar, ACM, 
SCOPUS, IEEE, SpringerLink and some other are used to collect previous studies. After review and 
analysis, selected papers are classified in a form of table to provide a complete resource for us as well 
as future researchers in this field. 

In order to provide appropriate model, we combine System Dynamics modeling with Genetic 
Programming to provide an accurate and reliable model. This model is the result of the analysis of 
previous studies and applied in this study for the first time.  

Results. Our final model was applied to two cases (Sweden and China) and provides provided reliable 
results for both countries. To analyze the uncertain variables in the model, Monte Carlo simulation 
was used to assess the sensitivity of our model. In order to compare with other methods, we conducted 
a case study with Artificial Neural Network (ANN) and compared the results of our model and ANN. 
The results show the disadvantages of statistical methods to system dynamics. Additionally to 
compare with other attempts, our model was confronted with another study which provided a model 
for Finland. By comparing and considering their advantages and disadvantages we found out that our 
simplified model could be applied as a global model to other countries.  

Conclusions. We conclude that our model is an appropriate DSS to assist experts, forecast their 
country throughput and make appropriate decisions so as to invest, extending their ports in right time. 
The application of Genetic Programming in our model provides accurate mathematical equations for 
the influencing variables which even may not need to calibrate the model. It is a global model which 
can be applied to different countries but still requires more experiments to prove this claim. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter we introduce the scientific problem that we plan to analyze and conduct 
research. We define the scope of the research and its objectives. A description on the 
problem will assist in identifying a number of research questions that will be studied in 
this paper. In addition, we will define the expected outcomes and the target group of 
this study. 

1.1 Background 
Over 90% of world trade is carried by shipping industry (Shipping Facts 2012). Liner 
shipping is considered as a scheduled shipping service of containerized cargo between 
different ports in different countries and is viewed as the most economic way to 
transport large volumes of goods worldwide. According to (Agarwal & Ergun 2008) a 
constant growth of freight transport can be observed up to the world’s crisis in 2009. 
To align with this growth, decision makers need to know the right time to invest in 
order to handle growth, appropriately. The main challenge is the analysis of vast 
amount of data comprising of technical and economical data. To overcome this 
challenge, it is indispensable to use new technologies and facilitate, accelerate and 
increase the accuracy of decision making. The best solution for this type of problem 
situation is argued to be the development of Decision Support Systems (DSSs). The 
DSS compiles information from various types of data in different resources to identify 
and help in solving problems, for example by suggesting the most optimal decisions. 
Further motivating the study, interviews and discussions with specialists in liner 
shipping industry (UNCTAD and BTH University) were conducted in which they all 
pointed to a lack of a DSS to forecast the cargo growth in order to invest appropriately. 
Furthermore, such a tool could for example assist various countries’ authorities 
(decision makers) to develop reasonable investment plans for their ports. Finally, this 
tool would be helpful for decision makers in many parts of the world, such as African 
and South-American countries, which often have had little to no research for their port 
investments.  

1.1.1 DSS systems 

Several DSS systems were identified, which are considering different aspects of liner 
shipping. The first aspect is routing which can be found in the work of Kim and Le 
(Kim & K. K. Lee 1997) and Ronen (Ronen 1983) (Ronen 1993). Also (Christiansen 
et al. 2004) has published a more recent literature study that includes a discussion 
about future trends. The second aspect is about ship scheduling by an extension of 
classical travelling salesman which proposes a solution approach of forward dynamic 
programming algorithm (Fagerholt & Christiansen 2000). Considering decision 
support systems (Windeck & Stadtler 2011) presented a decision support system for 
designing the network of strategic liner shipping by considering three environmental 
influences: wind, waves and currents. This model shows the influences of cost 
structure, liner shipping network on-time delivery and its schedule by environmental 
influences and additional propulsion systems. A third aspect is planning and operation 
where (J. S. L. Lam 2009) presents an intelligent system comprises of three main 
modules which includes several planning and operation functions of liner shipping in 
an integrated approach. 

As identified previously, there exist several DSSs, which provide solutions for the 
shipping industry. In liner shipping industry there is one crucial element which is 
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highly important and is independent from liner shipping - port throughput. Appropriate 
port throughput is significant for: shippers, port authorities and country authorities.  

1.1.2 Forecasting 

From the view of forecasting, there are a number of attempts which mainly focused on 
a specific port or country and analyzed its throughput. In research by Qu et al. (Qu et 
al. 2010) they had  integrated three models (regression, grey and artificial neural 
network) and created a predictive model of port throughput in an optimal way. The 
authors suggest that a combination of several forecasting models has the potential to 
improve the accuracy of the results. In another example, Ng et al. (P. L. P. Ng et al. 
2004) tested 37 different neural network models for forecasting cargo throughput in 
Hong Kong. Each of the neural networks considered different freight types with 
specific explanatory variables. After training neural networks all models were 
combined and the results were evaluated by using the Monte Carlo Simulation method. 
In another  attempt, which is the main reference to our work, Hui et al. (E. C. M. Hui 
et al. 2004) applies a different approach for studying Hong Kong’s port throughput. An 
econometric model is proposed and corrected using ECM (error correction model). 
The model achieves high accuracy in comparison to normal econometric models. In 
research conducted by Sun (Sun 2010) he proposed a double forecasting model for 
port cargo throughput probability distribution based on conditional expectation, which 
was used to analyze the cargo volume of a port in Shandong province of China. In 
another study Klein (Klein 1996) used uni-variate time-series models and intervention 
models to forecast Antwerp maritime traffic flow in tones. In Schulze and Prinz work 
(Schulze & Prinz 2009) they forecast the container transshipment at Germany ports by 
use of Seasonal Auto-Regressive Integrated Moving Average (SARIMA) and the Holt-
Winters exponential smoothing approach. This model is for seasonal behavior based 
on quarterly data used. They forecast the whole container throughput by considering 
three main destinations (Asia, Europe and North America). In (Qiuhong & others 
2009), the authors use a grey model to forecast port throughput in Qinhuangdao.  The 
researchers concluded that applying the grey model is an accurate and effective 
method for short run predictions while having small amount of historical data. In (X. 
Yang et al. 2010) an analysis of port throughput in three important cities in China is 
performed. The authors use a neural network with one hidden layer and regression 
models. They conclude that for long term predictions more accurate results provide 
multi-variable regression. 

Often the papers employed different methods regarding their problem environment and 
used parameters. Almost all of the papers reviewed focused on either a specific 
country or port, analyzed the influencing parameters, conducted “what-if” analysis 
with the parameters to define a model and forecast. In an attempt, (C. C. Chou et al. 
2008) used a modified regression model and applied it on a port in Taiwan; they 
compared the forecast error of the non-stationary contribution coefficient with the 
traditional regression and claimed that this model can also apply for international trade 
in developing countries. In another attempt, (Syafi’i & others 2006) applied 
multivariate autoregressive model in Indonesia, they checked the data stationarity  and 
order of integration by Augmented Dickey-fuller (ADF) test. Also they used Johansen 
approach to find the co-integration relationship between parameters by use of Vector 
Error Correction model and it results in reasonable forecast. In another paper, (Nuo 
2003) forecasted container throughput by using BP Neural Networks for the port of 
Dalian in China. In addition, (Gosasang et al. 2010) used a Neural Network to forecast 
the throughput for the port of Bangkok, Thailand and the results were then measured 
by root mean square error (RMSE) and mean absolute error (MAE). A paper by Zhang 
and Cui (P. Zhang & Y. Cui 2011) used a combination of BP Neural Network based 
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on Elman Neural network to improve the precision level of forecasting. They proved 
the accuracy and reliability of this model by applying it on Shanghai port in China.  

In order to provide accurate results, a number of papers tried to compare different 
methods or combine them. For example (X. Yang et al. 2010) use regression and BP 
Neural Network on throughput forecasting of three cities in China and compared the 
results of forecasting. In one study (Fu & Y. Li 2010) a combined forecasting method 
is developed by use of an improved BP Neural Network with a Gray Model to forecast 
the demand of logistics for Ningbo port in China. The authors suggest that the results 
are more accurate and stable. In another study, (X. Tian et al. 2009) used TEI@I 
integrated framework to forecast logistics in Shenzhen port of China. The researchers 
used time series data in few steps. First, they divided the time series data into seasonal, 
cycle / trend and irregular components by census X12 seasonal adjustment method. 
Secondly, irregular components and trend and cycle components were forecasted by 
using a Neural Network and economical models. Thirdly, the effect of economic and 
other influencing events were studied by the event-study method and expert system. 
Finally, they integrate the results of three steps to forecast. 

1.1.3 Investment in port infrastructure 

Another point of interest of this thesis is the problem of future investments in port 
infrastructure.  

(K. H. Ho et al. 2008) posed the question: "How do port expansion and the emergence 
of competitors affect the throughput of a port of interest?" They introduced a dynamic 
port performance model (DPPM) so as to investigate throughput and capacity policies 
in the port of Hong Kong. The main focus of researchers is analysis of future need in 
port investments in the context of strong competition from other ports in the same area. 
Statistical forecasting models were rejected by researchers in favor of system 
dynamics because of their inability to take into account new factors and new 
phenomena. 

(T.-S. Ng & S.-W. Lam 2011) introduced a comprehensive system dynamics 
framework in the context of maritime and shipping industry. They identified the most 
important influencing factors and created generic structures which imitate evolution of 
different fields in maritime industry i.e. fleet size, port size, carriers’ size, charter rates 
and perspective vessel market crashes. Regarding port size module (called Port 
Growth Limits) they indentify reinforcing loop between investments and handled 
cargo volume. Balancing loop decreases cargo throughput because of port limitations 
and rising operation costs. As a result port can achieve saturation and throughput 
growth resembles S-shape or logistic.  They claim that econometric approach has 
many limitations because cannot sufficiently model complex structures and nonlinear 
problems.  

(Carlucci & Cira 2009, p.405 - 425) used system dynamics to model small Palermo 
port in Italy. Research is done in the double context - first is the influence of port 
development on local society and economy, second is experimental investing policy in 
port infrastructure which aim is to handle future throughput demand.  

(Demirci 2003) developed simulation of the Turkish port. It covers all important 
operations starting from ship arrival to cargo distribution. Different types of cargo are 
taken into account. The main aim of the model is to test port performance under 
various conditions, identify bottlenecks and test investments strategies. Different 
scenarios considered extra port equipment to optimize port performance and minimize 
ship queues.   
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1.1.4 Similar studies 

There are also researches conducted in other fields which are quite similar to shipping 
industry. One of them is air cargo industry. 

In (Erma Suryani et al. 2010) and (Erma Suryani et al. 2012) researchers propose 
system dynamics models for transport demand in Taiwanese airport. First paper aims 
to provide analysis and forecast of passenger demand whereas the latter focuses on 
cargo demand. Both are done in the context of terminal capacity expansion. Long-term 
growth projection is expected so as to prepare future investments strategies. According 
to literature review, (Erma Suryani et al. 2012) listed the most influential factors on air 
transportation demand. The conclusion is that the biggest importance has Gross 
Domestic Product growth in comparison to other factors like Foreign Direct 
Investments, import or transit growths. Additionally they claim that there is too little 
attention among research communities on relations "between air traffic demand and 
terminal capacity expansion by considering the internal and external factors". 

According to (James M Lyneis 2000) forecasting is inevitable in the process of 
decision making. He focused on market forecasting and used it in designing model of 
aircraft industry. He claims that inner structure of the model has high importance and 
plays the major role in contradiction to external factors. Statistical models ignore the 
industry structure and focus mainly on macroeconomic variables what is (according to 
Lyneis) insufficient. System dynamics provide better short and mid-term predictions 
and can catch more specific elements of researched field/industry/market.   

(Ford 1997) goes through publications regarding electricity demand and application of 
system dynamics. As the biggest advantage of system dynamics is considered 
feedback loop. 

(Miller & Clarke 2003) focused on infrastructure development in air terminal. They 
developed system dynamics model which aim is to evaluate strategic investment 
decisions. In view of complex structure of air transportation and long time of 
equipment introduction or improvement, it is essential to make decisions in advance. 
Each strategy which tested consists of three parameters: congestion threshold (defines 
at which moment the investment should start), capacity increase (defines how much 
capacity will be added by investment), and time period for equipment delivery (defines 
how long investment will be conducted). The trigger for performing investments is 
demand growth which leads to higher port congestion. In the system three feedback 
loops are used - congestion cost loop, passenger comfort loop and capacity loop. In 
model evaluation process Monte Carlo simulation is used so as to take into account 
uncertainty. The results of each simulation provide the airport revenue and delivery 
cost in each strategy.  

(Mezhepoglu & Sherry 2007) shows model which is based on the work of (Miller & 
Clarke 2003) and applied several changes. Nevertheless, system still relies on three 
feedback loops - two balancing called "Higher Congestion, Higher Airfare" and 
"Higher Congestion, Longer Travel Time" and one reinforcing called "Capacity 
Growth". Authors' investments strategies rely on the same parameters as Miller but 
their aim is to maximize not revenue but Net Present Value of investment. 

 

As viewed above, there exist various techniques that are used for forecasting port 
throughput. In all works that are identified and described, the researchers provide a 
model for a specific port or country. Still there is a lack of a specific DSS. This 
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specific DSS should comprise an automated global model and use of the simulation 
method to forecast cargo throughput. By global economic growth, which results in 
trade growth, bigger ships and new infrastructures are needed. Therefore we need to 
forecast the port throughput in order to handle all shipping demands in each country. 
The proposed system will identify the current situation of cargo demand in each 
country, forecast the future demand, calculate the maximum capacity of handling 
cargo and identify the necessity for extra capacity in following years. Those features 
will help the decision makers to make appropriate decision for improvements and 
investments. 

1.2 Research Scope 

This study is focused on forecasting country seaborne container throughput. There are 
many different factors that influence the country throughput, such as economical 
parameters, environmental parameters and political parameters. We identify a number 
of these parameters for the user, but on the other hand, the user has the opportunity to 
add more influencing parameters to forecast the country throughput accurately. As a 
case study we will forecast the throughput of two countries (Sweden and China) and 
employ a number of available parameters that influence the port throughput of these 
countries. To choose these parameters, we consult with experts from UNCTAD and 
BTH University. 

In addition to a literature survey, text analysis and classification, we have developed a 
Dynamic Model, applicable to every country. In this model influencing factors were 
applied. In this Dynamic Model, mathematical equations were created by Genetic 
Programming (GP) by using influencing parameters on country throughput. After that, 
Monte Carlo Simulation method can be applied to analyze the forecasting results. The 
final results are represented visually to facilitate the decision making on investment 
and extension of ports. 

1.3 Research purpose 
The research purpose of this study is to identify an appropriate forecasting model, 
which can be incorporated into a Decision Support System for improved forecasting of 
countries seaborne container throughput. To provide an accurate and reliable 
mathematical model, influencing parameters on country throughput have the most 
important role. In this initial step, the user contribution occupies a high degree of 
importance. A mathematical model is created by evolving the combination of different 
parameters and functions (+, -, /, *, ^, …) by Genetic Programming.  

The aim of using the Monte Carlo Simulation is to estimate the probability of growth 
in country throughput in order to estimate the risk of investment on extension of ports. 
With these results the user will be able to analyze the need to invest on extending their 
ports or not.  

Furthermore, as it is a DSS, it should represent the results in form of tables and graphs 
to facilitate the decision making for the user and increase their accuracy. We will 
visualize the results in the form of tables and graphs. 

 

 

To reach those aims we have to fulfill the following objectives: 
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• Analysis and categorization of previous works regarding port throughput 
forecasting techniques,  

• Gathering and pre-processing data related to ports and countries from external 
sources, i.e. World Bank Data Base, UNCTAD Statistics, Containerisation 
International Online and  Containerisation International Yearbook, 

• Design and implementation of an appropriate Forecasting Model,  
• Development of  Forecasting Model,  
• Performing Sensitivity analysis by Monte Carlo Simulation for selected countries 

as the case study, 
• Validation of the results by expert users as well as comparison by real values. 

1.4 Discussion of the problem 
Due to the increasing volume of trade between countries and the need for further 
infrastructure, each country needs to have investment plans for developing their ports 
in order to handle their future trade volumes. The main parameter to evaluate the 
volume of trade is country throughput. We should mention that, most maritime trade is 
conducted by the transportation of containers; therefore we only consider this type of 
transportation in ports. To identify the volume of trade in following years, each 
country should forecast their country container throughput in order to plan for port 
development plan, future infrastructure needs or any other plans to manage their trade 
volumes.  

There are a number of different parameters which influence the country throughput. 
These influencing parameters differ from one country to another. The available 
parameters in database are the results of our interviews with experts in this field from 
BTH University and UNCTAD. These factors are: GDP, Ports Throughput and some 
other related parameters to port / country throughput which we analyzed with the help 
of experts in chapter 6. The result of analysis on available parameters was a number of 
global influencing parameters on country throughput. In this research Genetic 
Programming was used to locate an appropriate mathematical model to apply for 
forecasting in System Dynamics.  

1.5 Research Questions 
The first steps in making an appropriate decision for the future is to have sufficient 
knowledge about current situation(s) and knowledge on the behavior of the system. To 
achieve this knowledge, we have to model the system appropriately. The next step is to 
forecast the future trends by use of forecasting and simulation methods. The final step, 
which will facilitate the decision making and will help to do it accurately, is the 
visualization of results. In this thesis we will answer the following question in order to 
achieve the goal of an appropriate DSS for country seaborne container throughput 
forecasting:  

RQ1. What is the state-of-the-art of forecasting when considering 
throughput?   

RQ2. Which forecasting model/technique is the most applicable model to 
our problem? 

RQ3. How can Monte Carlo Simulation be utilized for forecasting port 
throughput? 
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RQ4. How can the visualization of results improve the decision making 
process? 

1.6 Expected outcomes 
The expected outcomes of this research would be: 

• A Literature review of previous studies in forecasting country’s port 
throughput, 

• Classification of previous studies, 
• Providing an appropriate model/technique to fit in to our problem, 
• Development and testing of a  forecasting model as a DSS which: 

 Shows the current situation of cargo throughput in each country, 
 Forecasts the future trends of cargo throughput by Monte Carlo 

Simulation, 
 Calculates current theoretical capacity of each country/port, 
 Visualizes the simulation results and other characteristics in order to 

facilitate decision making process for experts. 

One of the contributions of our research is the classification of previous studies and 
providing a concrete base for future studies and facilitating access to related studies. 
Another research contribution is the development of a forecasting model to automate 
the forecasting cargo demand by combining System Dynamics and Genetic 
Programming. It will provide accurate mathematical model of influencing parameters 
which will result in accurate forecast. Furthermore, with System Dynamics we can 
consider all interactions in cargo supply and demand. In addition, applying the 
sensitivity analysis to analyze the effect of uncertain input variables which can highly 
affect the model outputs will help to consider those effects before happening. The 
other contribution is to calculate capacity and provide a milestone based on cranes as 
the main parameter for port capacity. 

1.7 Target Groups 

This study considers forecasting seaborne container throughput in country level, 
therefore it will help different categories of expert people who are working in this area. 
The two main target groups who get benefit from this research are as below:  

Academics: Academic researchers who are interested in forecasting, especially in 
maritime container transportation, can use the result of this study as a comprehensive 
resource of previous studies as well as a foundation in their studies.  

Professionals: From the view of expert people who are working in this field, this 
model is valuable and will save a huge value of time and money for them. Firstly, they 
have all previous studies altogether. In addition, they can use this system to see the 
future trend of their country, in case of container transportation. This will be more 
useful in African and South-American countries, where less research is conducted on 
country throughput. 

1.8 Structure of thesis 
Our study is organized as follows:  
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In Chapter 1: Introduction: We introduced the problem and our aim of this research. 
We provided our research question and the expected outcome for this study as well as 
the target groups. 

In Chapter 2: Research Design: We described our research approach, how we provided 
our research strategy, how we collected the data as well as data analysis method that 
we used. At the end we also discussed about quality assurance. 

In Chapter 3: Problem Definition: We provided fundamental information for our 
research which is country container throughput, its current situation and the 
requirements for this study. 

After providing the introduction to port/country throughput, we provided all previous 
studies in this filed. These studies were gathered, analyzed and categorized in groups 
and finally we classified them in order to provide a comprehensive resource in this 
field of study. The result analysis of this classification is provided at the end of 
Chapter 4 and in Appendix 1. 

In Chapter 5: All experiments and motivation for them were described. 

In Chapter 6: Firstly, an introduction to System Dynamics is done as well as its 
applications and comparison with conventional methods. After that we provided our 
System Dynamics model, validated it and used for simulation. Subsequently we 
applied sensitivity analysis on two countries (Sweden and China). To compare our 
model with conventional models, we provided an experiment on the data of Sweden 
and China by the use of a common conventional method which is Artificial Neural 
Networks. At last, in order to compare and validate our model, we compared it with 
another attempt on Finland ports. 

In Chapter 7: Result Analysis: The result of our study (application of our model on 
Sweden and China) were analyzed. Then the result of third and fourth experiments 
from Chapter 6 were discussed. At last, final analysis to answer our research questions 
were provided.  

The final chapter includes a discussion and conclusion of this study in Chapter 8. We 
also defined future works. In addition, it will open the horizon of this area for 
researchers to improve this study in their works. 

The different parts of this study are illustrated in Fig.1.1. In Introduction, the 
Background  provides the basis for our research questions. This precedes and influence 
the research method selection. The selected methods provide directives to the 
theoretical as well as empirical study. In theoretical part, previous studies in this 
specific area are gathered, analyzed and classified. This provides requirements for the 
implementation. In implementation phase applicable model is implemented and 
applied on different cases by use of text, tables and charts. After that the analysis of 
this research provides answers to research questions. The Final Discussion and 
Conclusion reflect on research questions and also evaluate the Results Analysis as well 
as selected methods.  
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2 RESEARCH DESIGN 

In this chapter we explain the applied methods in this study, therefore we describe the 
epistemological base of our study first and then our research approach. Qualitative and 
quantitative methods will be briefly introduced and the appropriate methods for our 
research are defined. In addition, the data collection methods, as well as analysis of 
collected data, representation and evaluation of results are described. 

2.1 Knowledge strategy  

In order to define the knowledge contribution of our research we should define the 
nature of our research. There are different categories for the nature of research 
according to (Sharp et al. 2002): 

• Category 1 – it is purely theory and its development without any concern 
about practice. The results are normally published in learning journals.  

• Category 2 – by use of the result of category 1 or without them to provide 
applicable general results. Not only interesting for academic researchers, but 
also for industrial people, in order to use the results in their business. 

• Category 3 – in this category the objective is a specific practical concern. 
This category has three sub-categories including: ‘evaluation research’ 
which may overlap the category 2, ‘Applied Research’ in order to provide 
result to use by other people and ‘Action Research’ where the researcher 
should have the abilities and skills to make changes in project, instead of 
being only an observer. 

The nature of this study is category 2, where we gather and analyze previous studies in 
this field, as well as applying their findings and experiences into our work to provide 
an applicable method to forecast container throughput in every country in an accurate 
way. As it is clear, the results are not only helpful for academic researchers and 
provide them all solutions and experiences, but also applicable in practice for the 
expert users who work in maritime transportation. 

2.2 Research Approach 
We can classify the researches according to their major research approach (Sharp et al. 
2002). According to (Dawson 2009), we can classify researches as below: 

 
Action research  

In order to solve a problem or change a situation, we monitor and document a research 
(Herbert 1990). It can be conducted on a specific project or organization and observes 
the participants in order to evaluate the results. We should not get lost in action and 
consider the aim of research (Dawson 2009). 

 
Experiment 

We look for casual relationships by conducting some controlled tests. We need this 
type of research especially when the number of samples is very low or in some special 
ethical issues. It can also be used for development, evaluation and problem solving 
(Dawson 2009).   
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Case study  

In this type of research, we should go deeply into the problem and explore it in detail. 
There are different methods to do that, such as interview, observation or reading and 
analysis of documentations (Dawson 2009).   

In a case study we face a large amount of data that should be ‘cleaned’, sorted and 
analyzed in order to provide meaningful results. Indeed, we should consider the 
researcher’s influence on the results (Dawson 2009). 

 
Survey  

It can be conducted by a number of interviews or questionnaires. It is very cost 
effective when we gather a large amount of data from a population. Surveys have 
many different applications in computer science, such as evaluating a method or 
technique, analysis of application’s habits and comparison of different algorithms. The 
researcher should also define their sample and its size and provide questionnaire for 
them or conduct interview with them. The members of sample population have at least 
one common characteristic (Busha & Harter 1980). 

In our research, firstly we dug into the problem and analyzed previous researches in 
this field. The results are a comprehensive classification of previous studies on 
forecasting country container throughput, developed methods and techniques. Out of 
previous studies, we provided a flexible and accurate model, which is independent 
from country and can be applied to any country. To test our model, in two case studies 
(Sweden and China), we forecasted their future container throughput and compared 
different applicable method’s results. In addition we applied another common method 
(Artificial Neural Network) to the same cases (Sweden and China) to forecast their 
country throughput and compare with our model. Furthermore, we analyzed and 
compared our model with a similar study to forecast country throughput.  

2.3 Research Process 

To achieve our research purpose, we designed our plan and defined all necessary 
activities in separate processes. 

Originally, we were interested in a project about country connectivity by container line 
shipping. After finalizing the project we were familiar with the area of study and 
expanded the work by considering a means of forecasting the future state of maritime 
container transportation between countries.  

To begin with, like other researches, we had to review and analyze previous studies on 
this topic.  

In order to have a rich and comprehensive resource for future studies, we decided to 
classify previous studies so as to provide a flexible resource to have all studies 
organized all together which has not been done before.  

After that, we modeled a Decision Support System to help specialists in this area to 
forecast their country container throughputs in the following years to make decisions 
for development of their infrastructures and services. To achieve this goal, we 
analyzed different applicable methods used before in this area or other areas of 
knowledge for forecasting. Then we came up with Regression, Gray Model, Neural 
Network as well as Genetic Programming (GP) to make a model. Then we chose the 
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new, accurate and appropriate one, GP, which is not applied before on forecasting 
country container throughput and we combined it with System Dynamics. This 
combination has not been done in any field so far. Also we needed to evaluate our final 
model. We applied the model on two countries (Sweden and China) to test and 
evaluate the model. Furthermore, we analyzed the results of another common method 
in a case study on the same countries as our model. And also to evaluate our model, we 
compared it with a similar study in another country (Finland).  

2.4 Data Collection 
In this section we define strategies for the collection of data and data analysis methods. 
The data and information collected and analyzed contributed in helping to answer the 
research questions.   

2.4.1 Data collection methods 

According to (Cavana et al. 2001), in a qualitative research, emotional values like 
beliefs, behaviors, attitudes, experiences and interactions are monitored by the 
researchers. The result of qualitative study is non-numerical data. In a qualitative 
study, different methods are applicable such as text analysis, interview, observation 
and questionnaire. We described each of these methods in relation to our research:   

 

Text Analysis 

In order to analyze text, we first read and extracted its characteristics in terms of data 
(Roberts 1997). By gathering all previous studies and analyzing them, we could have 
had a concrete foundation for our study. This provided the fundamental scientific 
materials for our research. In addition, we analyzed, categorized and classified these 
gathered studies which are a contribution to this area of knowledge. 

Interview 

The aim of interview(s) is to gather data from selected people through different 
communicational channels such as email, telephone, video conference or face to face 
meeting. The results of the interviews consist of the interviewees’ thoughts, believes 
and experiences (Dawson 2009). In an interview, you are free to ask many different 
questions and go deeper to the subject, but it is quite time consuming and finding 
appropriate people to interview is a challenge. In this research we were focused and 
just used the interview to find influencing parameters on country throughput from 
different experts. 

Observation 

In this method the researcher as an observer, watches and records all events in the 
project from inside or outside perspective (Dawson 2009). To gain better results, we 
need many observations and it should observe proper events and needs sufficient 
experiences, therefore we exclude observation as method.  
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Questionnaires 

By conducting questionnaire, you have the opportunity to get results from a huge 
number of respondents. You can provide it to a group of people or one by one. The 
major disadvantage of this method is misunderstanding the subject and questions by 
the responders. This can be reduced by good definitions of questions and tested by 
some experts (Dawson 2009). The questions provided to our supervisor who is an 
expert in this field. He checked and revised it so as to get appropriate responses from 
the interviewees. 

   

2.4.2 Theory: text analysis 
• Sampling 

In previous studies there is no any classification or taxonomy on Decision Support 
System for forecasting maritime container throughput for ports or countries.  

In our work, we faced different types of resources such as books, journal papers and 
proceeding publications on conferences and workshops. Also we found some studies 
on forecasting on different areas other than maritime container throughput. To analyze 
the relevant studies, we had to define some criteria for sampling (Patton 2002). Our 
criteria for sampling are based on the studies’ objectives, methods that were used to 
forecast, and dataset, in order to find most referenced studies by other researchers.  

• Theoretical study 

The first and the important phase of every research, which create the foundation of that 
research, is the literature review. We also started our works with a literature survey 
comprises of literature search then review them.  

We conducted our search for previous studies on different academic databases such as 
Google Scholar, ACM, SCOPUS, IEEE, SpringerLink and some other databases. 
Gathered studies were sorted and digested to extract their contributions. Extracted 
information was analyzed and categorized in order to provide a flexible taxonomy of 
studies as a comprehensive resource for our work as well as the future researchers. 

The number of all selected studies for our literature review, analysis and classification 
is 31 papers.  

This provided a concrete foundation for our research, to propose an appropriate 
forecasting method as well as a comprehensive resource for future researchers. This 
may also result in future improvements on forecasting methods.  

 

2.4.3 Empirical Study 

• Sampling  

Here we face two types of empirical studies. First we interviewed expert people in this 
field in order to select the common influencing factors on port/country container 
throughput. After that we conducted a case study on gathered data (sample countries) 
to test our method and compare with other methods.  
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There are two types of sampling: probability based and non probability based. In 
probability sampling, random procedures are used to select audiences from a huge 
group of audiences, but in non probability you should use judgment to select your 
audiences instead of random selection(Doherty 1994). The reason to use non 
probability sampling in this research is the difficulty in finding expert people in this 
field and interviewing them. Also these experts provided data resources for our case 
study. 

• Interview 

Our interviews were conducted with economic experts as well as specialist on port 
management. To conduct our interview questions, first we consulted with our 
supervisor. As he is also an expert in this field, his guides for selecting appropriate 
interviewees were directly to the point. We prepared our questions and sent it to the 
interviewees via email, got the results and provided them in analysis chapter.  

• Case Study 

According to (Yin 2011), case study is commonly used in recent years for evaluation. 
Therefore, in order to evaluate our forecasting method, we selected 2 countries and 
gathered necessary data of them. The motivation to select these two countries (Sweden 
and China) are: availability of sufficient data to evaluate our model with it, covering 
different situations in maritime shipment, Also these two countries are from two 
different regions representing the maritime shipment situation of these regions 
(Sweden representing Europe and China representing Asia) and at last providing 
sufficient result to validate our model. The results of application of our method on 
these data and comparison with other methods are provided in analysis chapter.  

2.5 Data Analysis  
Our data analysis is firstly based on theoretical studies in order to have a fundamental 
analysis on country container throughput forecasting. We also needed to analyze the 
interviews to reveal influencing parameters on country container throughput. At last, 
analysis of our case study (selected countries) by using our model was conducted and 
the forecasting results were provided. 

2.6 Presentation method 
In order to provide a better understanding of the problem, we described it in textual 
context as well as tables and diagrams. 

Our references are based on the Harvard System. In order to reference one sentence, 
the reference occurs before that, otherwise, when there are more sentences or a whole 
section or paragraph, the reference will occur at the end of that part or section. In case 
of a small part of a sentence, the reference will be at the end of that specific section.  

For long quotations, we use tabulation as well as small fonts, but on the other hand the 
short quotes come with quotation mark.  
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2.7 Validation of findings 
The most important part of every research is the evaluation. In this research, validity 
and reliability look more important and need to evaluate. 

Theoretical studies can be applied in many different fields, in different ways. The first 
part focuses on theoretical findings from previous studies. Also the empirical part 
provides a Decision Support System so as to facilitate the forecasting process for 
expert users in an accurate way by a new method. Shortly we can conclude that the 
empirical part is the outcome of the theoretical part and the theoretical part is the 
scientific background of the empirical study. 

2.7.1 Validity 

The major challenge of this research is validity and it is very important to prove it. 
According to Wohlin et al. there are four types of validity: Construct, Conclusion, 
Internal and External (Wohlin 2000). 

Construction Validity 

It is considered as the relation between theory and the empirical study. The extracted 
method from the literature were analyzed and applied in model elaborately, then tested 
by case studies. Clearly, the different case studies limited the threat of subject’s 
background (e.g. experience). Also our interview questions were checked by our 
supervisor and his colleagues to alleviate the threat of misunderstanding of the 
questions, but it cannot be dismissed completely.  

Conclusion Validity 

Here threats are the incorrect conclusions based on instrumental flaws, influences on 
the subjects or selection. The instrumentation (questions, models) misunderstanding 
and redundancy were alleviated by testing and reviewing questions and models by our 
supervisor and his colleagues as experts. For subject influence, there is a risk of 
influencing Chinese papers, but it limited by including other studies in our research. 
Also for the threat of data sample, we chose the countries with sufficient data to test 
our prototype and lower this risk significantly. 

Internal Validity  

This includes instrumentation, selection and maturation which affect causal 
relationship of outcome and treatment. Instrumentation was discussed before. For 
selection and maturation, we used the same model with the same parameters to test and 
compare different cases. Also for the interviews, the question was short enough to 
prevent boredom and influence the participants’ responses.  

External Validity 

Generalization of results is the potential threat of our research. Although the defined 
model and its parameters are so representative, the number of collected data is 
sufficient for selected method and dynamic model, therefore it provides the trends and 
patterns appropriately. 
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2.7.2 Reliability 

When we consider the reliability, we should assure the consistent results from our data 
collection and data analysis. It should be possible to repeat the measures in other 
occasions and the other researchers should get the same results as we get (Saunders et 
al. 2009). 

The reliability of theoretical resources is assured by the scientific databases and 
journals and the collected data to use for our case studies are gathered from databases 
that were offered by professional users and validated by them. In addition, the final 
results are checked by experts and professional users for them to validate and provide 
facial credibility, in order to guarantee the reliability of our results. 

2.7.3 Issues pertaining to Ethics 

In an interview, ethical issues are more important and we have to consider them. 
According to (Larsson 1994), interviews need high level of ethical values especially 
when an interviewee prevents attaching different meanings to a phenomenon on 
purpose which will influence the results. We consider two important ethical issues: 
informed consent and confidentiality. 

The informed consent means that all of our expert interviewees agreed to attend our 
interview and have sufficient knowledge in this field and provide valuable results and 
guide us to the point.  

In case of confidentiality, the expert interviewees should be confident about their 
personal information. As well our interview questions should not include such 
questions. They also were looking for confidential treatment with their answers. 
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3 PROBLEM DEFINITION 
In this section we considered forecasting of country container throughput and its 
associated problems. We explain some of the caveats and the definition of forecasting 
and its applications on country container throughput, forecasting problems and the 
proposed solutions. In addition, the fundamental requirements to forecast the country 
container throughput are identified and explained. We should mention that the aim of 
forecasting country container throughput in this research is just maritime shipments 
and we do not consider other means of shipment. We used “forecasting throughput” 
term, instead of “forecasting country container throughput”.  

3.1 Definition of Forecasting Throughput 
First, we present the importance of forecasting and its role in our everyday lives. Not 
only individuals are interested in forecasting, but also many organizations and 
governments demand forecasting to assist, manage, and plan budgets, investments, 
environmental and social programs. Weak forecasting may results in disastrous 
decisions, for example in one case, U.S cities construct convention centers based on 
the forecast of consultants who ignored some important factors. Forecasting was 
forbidden in ancient Rome, but now a days it is improved, get more acceptable and 
provides Nobel prizes for some researchers (Armstrong 2001).  

The aim of forecasting is predicting the future under uncertain situations. Forecasting 
is different from planning. “Planning concerns what the world should look like, while 
forecasting is about what it will look like” (Armstrong 2001). Decision makers use 
forecasting to predict the result of different plans and revise their plans to get a 
satisfactory result. Forecasting helps in planning, rational decisions and even assessing 
policies. 

As this research is mainly focuses on the forecasting of country’s throughput via the 
transport in seaports, we provide a seaports definition. 

Seaports defined as an area of land and water, loading and unloading ships provide 
storages for goods and have transport connections to hinterland. From the other 
perspective, seaports are logistical and industrial centers for transport systems 
(Winkelmans et al. 2002). The logistic term has an important role, it is not only 
includes the flow of goods, but also the information and services and it is part of 
supply chain management (Vafidis 2007).  

In our study, we consider the cargo transfer from the country view. Each country 
includes one or more seaports which receive ships and transfer their containers. We 
consider the flow of goods, not the flow of information. Also we need to consider the 
capacity of country which serves the ships, which should cover the demand for 
shipment.  

3.2 Current situation of forecasting throughput 
Several studies on country / port forecasting have been released in recent years (in 
table 4.1 you can find a classified list of them). In many of the research studies, they 
utilized different models according to their problem situation. Most efforts focused on 
times series data in a specific port or country by estimating the econometric values of 
that specific country or port. We briefly describe methods which are used in these 
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studies  (Jain 2007), (Makridakis et al. 2008),. Further to mentioned methods, System 
Dynamics is used for forecasting. We will use the combination of System Dynamics 
and Genetic Programming to model the Country Throughput which will describe in 
chapter 6. 

3.2.1 Forecasting Methods  

1. Time Series: 

Time series are ordered lists of values of one parameter or variable, which are 
provided in equal time intervals. The prediction is the continuous of pattern over time 
like growth in sale, stock market analysis or gross national product (Gosasang et al. 
2010). The common time series methods are:  

a. ARMA (Autoregressive Moving Average), Exponential Smoothing, 
Linear Prediction, Extrapolation, Growth Curve, Trend Estimation and 
Box-Jenkins. Sample applications of this method are sales forecast, stock 
market analysis, economic forecasting, yield projection, process and 
quality control, workload projection, inventory studies and so on. First 
studies for the utilization of time series were conducted by Yule (Yule 
1927) on 19th century which characterized by deterministic world’s idea; 
it reveals that every time series can realize as a stochastic process 
(Gosasang et al. 2010). 

b. ARIMA (Autoregressive Integrated moving average) was introduced by 
George Box and Gwilym Meirion Jenkins in early 1970s based on 
modeling time series in three phases: identification, testing and estimation, 
and application. Also there are three types of ARIMA which called 
Univariate ARIMA, Dynamic/Transfer Function and VARIMA. There is 
also a well known extension of ARIMA by incorporating seasonal factors 
which is called SARIMA. This method is used for analyzing stationary 
univariate time series.  (Box et al. 1976), (Gosasang et al. 2010).  

In a research by L.R.Weatherford and S.E.Kimes (Weatherford & Kimes 2003) 
forecasting was conducted by several methods, such as: simple exponential smoothing, 
moving average methods, linear regression methods, logarithmic linear regression 
methods, additive/pickup method, multiplicative method and Holt’s double 
exponential smoothing. They are used to find the most accurate methods. Out of those 
listed, the most suggested according to (Gosasang et al. 2010) are: exponential 
smoothing, pickup, moving average, Holt’s method and linear regression.  

There are several studies which used time series for forecasting container throughput. 
In an attempt by (Peng & C.-W. Chu 2009), they used six univariate methods, 
including SARIMA to find the most accurate method for forecasting container 
throughput in three major ports of Taiwan. In another study (X. Tian et al. 2009) 
proposed an integrated framework based on TEI@I (described in Hybrid Methods 
subchapter), including time series to forecast logistics of Shenzhen port. Also (X. Tian 
et al. 2010) applied TEI@I on time series to forecast the Hong Kong port’s throughput. 

2. Linear regression: 

Linear regression is a common statistical technique to study the linear relation between 
variables. One of these variables is a response variable and the rest are predictor 
variables. For example, you may use linear regression to relate the weights of students 
in a class to their heights (Barron 1998). It discovers the effect of changing predictor 
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values on response value and its behavior in future. Almost twenty five years ago, 
regression was the only available method, but still it is one of the most common 
methods because other methods are elaboration or modification of linear regression. 
Also linear regression is transparent and relations between variables can be seen on 
graphs. Some other methods like neural networks are black boxes and just provide 
final data results. The process which led to results in unknown. Furthermore, linear 
regerssion provides good and useful answers to many problems (Weisberg 2005). 

Linear regression can be adopted in almost every field such as physical science, 
engineering, management and economics (Montgomery et al. 2007), (Gosasang et al. 
2010) .  

This method is used in a number of related studies. In (C. C. Chou et al. 2008) they 
used a modified version of regression to forecast containers imports in Taiwan’s port. 
Also they compare their model with traditional regression. In another attempt (Qu et 
al. 2010) provided an ensemble model of regression, grey model and neural network to 
forecast Dalian port’s throughput. Also (X. Yang et al. 2010) used a combination of 
regression and neural networks in addition to regional characteristics of ports to 
forecast the throughput of three major ports in China. 

3. Non-linear regression:  

Consider the normal regression as the following equation: 

 

Where xi is a row of predictors for i-th observation and β is the vector of regression 
parameters and εi is a random error with normal distribution, independent from other 
observation’s error and also 0 expectation and constant variance: . 

Then the nonlinear regression will be like the following equation: 

 

But in nonlinear regression the xi and β are not from the same dimension and 
. 

In nonlinear regression when the sum of squared residuals is minimized, the likelihood 
is maximized (Fox 2002). Non-linear regression has the same idea as linear regression. 
In non-linear regression, prediction equation depends on one or more parameters 
nonlinearly, whereas linear regression is often used for an empirical model. Normally 
when the relationship between variables follows a function in a particular way, 
nonlinear regression can be applied. (Smyth 2002)(Gosasang et al. 2010).  

In related works there is only one paper (Ke et al. 2009) which used separate methods, 
compared them and also provided a combination model and at last compared the 
results. 

4. Artificial Neural Network:  

Artificial Neural Networks are complex mathematical models inspired by structure of 
human brain. The primary element is a single neuron (called also a node) connected to 
other neurons. Together they create network with different level of complexity and 
topology. It has the ability to learn from the environment and improve its performance 
by learning. (Haikin 1998 p. 23-24).  
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Exist number of different types of neural networks and each of them has specific 
characteristics. Considering topology, they can be divided into three fundamental 
classes of network architecture: single-layer feedforward networks, multilayer 
feedforward networks and recurrent networks. The main difference between 
feedforward and recurrent networks is the feedback loop present in the latter one. It 
has substantial influence on learning capability and overall performance. (Haikin 1998, 
pp. 43-45).  

Artificial Neural Networks are widely used in forecasting field due to their ability to 
capture complex relationships in nowadays problems. They are nonparametric 
methods which are data-driven. Thanks to it, the nature of the process which is 
supposed to be forecasted does not have to be known. It makes it easier to use 
comparing to parametric methods, where model misspecification is a meaningful 
problem. (G. P. Zhang 2004) 

According to (Remus & O’Connor 2001) ANN provides superior forecasting results 
than traditional methods while considering monthly and quarterly data. However they 
are not better using annual data. It is due to the fact that ANN requires substantial 
number of observations during the learning process. The main advantage of ANN over 
traditional methods is ability to model nonlinear relations between variables and act as 
an universal approximator. (Remus & O’Connor 2001) 

ANN are successful forecasting techniques in many fields e.g. financial (Bodyanskiy 
& Popov 2006), wind prediction (More & Deo 2003), and electricity demand (Hippert 
et al. 2001). In the field of port throughput forecasting there are some relevant studies. 
They are used in two different ways. Firstly they act as single forecasting method (Nuo 
2003), (P. L. P. Ng et al. 2004), (Fanhui 2007) or as a part of hybrid model which is 
described in subsection Hybrid Methods.  

The concept of ANN has evolved through years and various of types have arisen. 
Nevertheless, the most popular among found papers is Back Propagation Neural 
Networks (BP NN).  According to (Nuo 2003) it is characterized by simple 
architecture and small amount of mathematical calculations, which overcome its 
drawbacks such as sticking into local minima and slow convergence rate. 
Nevertheless, two other types of ANN were identified: Radial Basis Function Neural 
Networks (RBF NN) and Elman Neural Networks (ENN). 

 

5. Econometric  

Is a mathematical and statistical method to predict economic data such as inflation and 
interest rate as well as policy purpose (Maddala & Lahiri 1992), (Wooldridge 2009) 
(Gosasang et al. 2010).  

According to (Armstrong 2001) useful principles for econometric forecasting are: 
using simple model, using all available data and also using theory to select causal 
variables. But theory is less helpful with dynamic structures and lagged data. Because 
of this the econometric methods failed to extrapolative methods. By use of Vector 
Auto-regression (VAR) this problem was resolved as well as long term forecasting 
issue. In order to forecast simple models without causal variables, we can use simple 
techniques like Ordinary Least Squares. Econometric models look better than the 
extrapolative and judgmental methods, but they are slower.   
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6. Support Vector Machine (SVM) 

Support Vector Machine or SVM is a regression evaluation and classification by a 
classic algorithm (Vladimir & Vapnik 1995). Traditional methods try to minimize the 
empirical training error, but SVM tries to minimize the generalization error at its upper 
bound through minimization of the margin between data and separating hyper-plane. 
The main advantage of SVM is training by compressed information and representation 
of a very small number of data points (SVs) (Girosi 1998). It is highly successful in 
time series analysis (Muller et al. 1999), (Mukherjee et al. 1997) and used in many 
different areas such as: predicting financial indexes (Tay & Cao 2001) and wind speed 
in a random way (Mohandes et al. 2004). It can combine with heuristic algorithms and 
results in better forecasting (Pai & Hong 2005). It also used for classification of 
predictions into binary categories (Huang et al. 2005). Traditional version of SVM 
uses numerical optimization software to solve the problem (Gunn 1998). On the other 
hand, the standard SVM uses the quadratic optimization with inequality constraint 
(Vladimir & Vapnik 1995). As it needs more memory and training speed is low, new 
methods such as LIBSVM (Library for SVM) (C. C. Chang & C. J. Lin 2011) and LS-
SVM (Least Square SVM)(Suykens et al. 2002) revealed accelerate the training with 
low required storage (Wu & Pan 2010). 

The relevant studies which used SVM are (Mak & D. H. Yang 2007) and (Wu & Pan 
2010). In first one, they used LS-SVM and also applied an approximate approach 
(ALSSVM) to shorten the training time. They compare it with SVM, LSSVM and 
Neural Network in Hong Kong’s port. The second study is about forecasting total 
market volume by SVM in Jiujiang port of China and then forecasting next 5 years by 
use of Game Theory. 

7. Grey Theory 

Grey Theory was introduced by Deng in 1982 (J.-L. Deng 1982). It is a 
multidisciplinary theory which can be used in the environment of lacking data and 
high uncertainty. While considering any system or problem to be solved, colors are 
often employed for description purposes. "White" system is which we know all the 
information about and a “Black” system is which we don’t know any about. Therefore 
a “Grey” system is a partially known system. The incompleteness of information can 
arise in different ways i.e. insufficient knowledge about: system boundaries, system 
structure, system behavior or system's parameters. (Sifeng Liu & Y. Lin 2006, pp. 1-
13). Based on Grey Theory the Grey Model for forecasting was established. Its main 
aim is to catch tendency of the data with very few initial information (as little as 4 
samples). The Grey Model was successfully used in various fields i.e. integrated 
circuit industry (L.-C. Hsu 2003), finance (Y.-H. Lin et al. 2009), air passenger 
market. In (C. Hsu & Wen 1998) the method consists of three operations: AGO 
(Accumulated Generating Operation), IAGO (Inverse Accumulated Generating 
Operation) and GM (Grey Modeling). The core element of Grey Model is a differential 
equation which determines the perspective forecasting model.  Different types of Grey 
Models exist and can be generalized as follows: GM(m,n). Parameter ‘m’ stands for 
number of variables which are used for forecasting, whereas ‘n’ stands for order of 
differential equation.  

Grey Model is often used in the field of port forecasting and the most popular among 
researchers is the GM(1,1) which means that focuses on one variable and uses first 
order differential equation. 
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8. Genetic Programming 

Genetic Programming (GP) first introduced by Koza (Koza 1992) by developing 
symbolic regression. It is a computational optimization tool to derive best feasible 
model from time series data. The main operators in GP are reproduction, crossover, 
and mutation. Here random elements of terminal and functions create the population 
like a tree structure, but the shape, size and the structure creates randomly. It starts 
with initial population and ends with the best one. It reproduces and makes new 
generations based on fitness function. The crossover is to switch nodes in a population. 
The role of mutation is to take and replace the information of one node in those 
individuals. New generations are evaluated by the fitness function (Langdon & Poli 
2002). 

In regression you search for a combination of given functions which best fits to a set of 
experimental observation. When you optimize the distance between the model defined 
by functions and the data with an appropriate optimization procedure, it is called 
Symbolic Regression. Symbolic Regression normally uses Genetic Programming for 
optimization (Augusto & Barbosa 2000). 

The only relevant study which forecast container throughput with Genetic 
Programming is (S.-H. Chen & J.-N. Chen 2010). They provided an optimal 
forecasting model and compared it with X-11 and SARIMA methods. The results are 
32-36% better than X-11 and SARIMA in a case with Taiwan’s data. 

9. Hybrid Methods 

In recent years, researchers got interested in combining different methods to forecast 
more accurately. Those combinations are also called hybrid models. Each consists of 
fully independent and valid forecasting methods. The main aim is to utilize their 
specific characteristics to decrease forecasting error.  

In order to provide some examples, we describe several attempts in hybrid methods 
below. (J. Li et al. 2008) combined Elman Neural Networks with Linear Exponential 
Smoothing Model (LESM) and Simple Moving Average (SMA). The last two methods 
are fed with historical data and reveal the trend. Then it acts as an input for training 
Neural Networks. (Ke et al. 2009) investigated several forecasting methods in search 
of high accuracy forecasting. Based on results, the most exact ones were designated 
and combined by the use of weighted average. (Fu & Y. Li 2010) used Back 
Propagation Neural Networks and GM(1,1). So as to combine those methods, 
appropriate weights had to be assigned. In this work weights were computed based on 
Shapley value distribution. In (P. Zhang & Y. Cui 2011) two modeling methods were 
utilized: GM(1,1) and Cubic Exponential Smoothing. Their input and output values 
were used for training an input of Elman NN.  

More systematic type of hybrid models is TEI@I introduced by Wang (Wang 
Shouyang et al. 2005) It is an integrated framework which focuses solely on time 
series data forecasting. TEI@I is an abbreviation of text mining techniques, 
econometric methods and intelligent methods (Artificial Intelligence). The main 
concept is based on the fact that forecasted time series data often consists of linear and 
nonlinear component. Further, different methods are being used to forecast each of 
them i.e. econometrical methods for linear component and Artificial Neural Networks 
for nonlinear component. Additionally this framework considers taking into account 
events from the world which might have influence on future values of forecasted 
variable. Afterwards all results are combined together. (Wang Shouyang et al. 2005) 
Relevant papers concerning port throughput applied TEI@I framework. In (X. Tian et 
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al. 2009) authors used Seasonal-ARIMA and Vector auto-regression to model linear 
component and Radial Basis Function Neural Network for nonlinear one. Additionally 
they analyzed historical events which had affected port throughput. This module was 
not applied in the model because of credibility and objectivity matters of such analysis. 
The TEI@I framework was extended by (Xin Tian et al. 2009). They added additional 
component of time series - seasonality. It was achieved by the use of census X-12 
seasonal adjustment method which extracted seasonal component from forecasted port 
throughput time series. In this paper they used as well simple regression and BP NN. 

10. Judgmental (Qualitative) techniques  

Judgmental techniques are not applicable for some situations like in a case that past 
information for forecasting does not exist. An example can be  forecasting of new 
products. The common qualitative techniques in business are: analog, Delphi method, 
diffusion, PERT (Performance Evaluation Review Technique), and survey.  

Qualitative methods, consist of three kinds of data: open-end interviews, direct 
observation and written documents (Makridakis et al. 2008), (Jain 2007), (Patton & 
others 1990). Financial forecasting by qualitative reasoning principles applied in 
several qualitative forecasting applications such as Kesh and Raj (Kesh & Raja 2005), 
(Gosasang et al. 2010). 

3.2.2 Evaluation of forecasting and accuracy measures 

From the statistical point of view there are several methods to evaluate the 
performance of forecasting: 

Common accuracy measures for forecasting are: Mean Error (ME), MSE (Mean 
squared error), RMSE (Root mean squared error), and MAPE (Mean absolute 
percentage error) (Makridakis et al. 2008), (Gosasang et al. 2010). 

As an example Mahmoud (Mahmoud 1984) compared the accuracy techniques, which 
included qualitative and quantitative methods; also to improve the accuracy he 
proposed the combination of forecasting techniques (Mahmoud 1984). In another 
research which focused on telecommunication data forecasting, used MAPE (Mean 
Absolute Percentage error), MdAPE (Median Absolute Percentage Error), PB 
(Percentage Better), AR (Average Rankings), GMRAE (Geometric Mean of Relative 
Absolute Error), and MdRAE (Median Relative Absolute Error), by considering some 
criticism used for the M-competition. As another example, MSE (Mean Squared Error) 
and MAD (Mean Absolute Deviation) used for accuracy assessment by (Agami et al. 
2009), (Gosasang et al. 2010) 

The accuracy of traditional ANN and ARIMA against Dynamic neural networks 
(DAN) assessed by MAE and RMSE by Hippert, Bunn, Souza (Hippert et al. 2005) 
and it turned out that Dynamic neural networks have better performance uniformly 
(Gosasang et al. 2010). 

3.3 Requirements 
In order to forecast in an accurate manner with the lowest error rate, some fundamental 
requirements should be considered. We should also consider capacity according to our 
problem definition: 
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• Variables 

Reliable and accurate results in forecasting are connected with selecting appropriate 
and influencing variables, otherwise the results will be spurious. To choose appropriate 
variables, we got the knowledge of experts in this field who are working globally and 
suggest us the influencing factors. We will discuss more detail on choosing variables 
in Chapter 6.  

• Methods 

All methods used in recent studies (forecasting port throughput or other fields) 
described in previous section. We use Genetic Programming in combination with 
System Dynamics Modeling. The motivation of choosing appropriate method which 
fits in our problem is described in Chapter 6.   

• Capacity (Supply) 

In our problem we need to calculate the capacity of each country in order to help 
decision makers to make appropriate decision on investment to extend their ports when 
it is necessary. 
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4 THEORETICAL STUDY 
 
The first element of this research is theoretical study which comprises of literature 
Review performed in systematic way and Classification of found scientific papers. 

 
The main aims of theoretical study are as below:  
• Gathering the most important studies on  port/country container throughput, 
• Extracting current knowledge in this field, 
• Classifying gathered papers, 
• Answering RQ1 (Research Question 1). 

4.1 Literature Review 
The literature review was performed in a systematic way. The study focuses on peer-
reviewed materials which were available via scientific search engines. The whole 
procedure was conducted jointly by two researchers. In case of any disagreement, 
discussion was performed so as to reach common standpoint. 

4.1.1 Search Strategy 
 

A strategy to search for information was designed to obtain systematic process for 
searching all relevant studies in the field. Well designed process should provide 
unbiased and valid results.  

The process consisted of the following:  
• Selection of important keywords to create search string 
• Selection of data sources 
• Definition of inclusion and exclusion criteria 
• Data extraction 

During the search procedure the Snowball Sampling Technique (SST) was utilized. 
According to Wikipedia Snowball Sampling "is a non-probability sampling technique 
where existing study subjects recruit future subjects from among their acquaintances" 
(Wikipedia contributors 2012). In case of Literature Review it allows to reach potential 
scientific papers through their references. In this situation it can be divided into two 
types: forward SST and backward SST. Backward SST refers to articles which were 
already published and were found on the list of references. Forward SST concerns 
papers which cited already collected articles and can be interesting from the point of 
view of researchers. This is provided by some scientific research engines i.e. IEEE, 
Engineering Village, Science Direct, Springer, ACM. 

a) Search String 

Important keywords were chosen in order to find all relevant studies in the field. The 
most influential factor for keywords' choice was Research Question 1. Search string is 
presented as below: 

(port* OR countr*) AND (container* OR teu* OR freight* OR throughput*) AND 
(forecast* OR predict*) 

Note: it should be mentioned that “teu” stands for twenty foot equivalent units 

Different search engines have different rules regarding search string grammar. Because 
of that one generalized string is showed which was later adjusted for particular 
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database. In the string, we used asterisks to consider singular, plural and -ing forms of 
search terms. The search considered titles, abstracts and key words.  

b) Data Sources 
 

The following scientific databases were selected: 
• IEEE Explore, 
• ScienceDirect, 
• Engineering Village (Compendex and Inspec), 
• Springer, 
• ACM. 

The above data sources were chosen due to their availability, popularity and credibility 
among scientists. As an auxiliary search engine we can consider Google Scholar, 
which was not used as a primary data source. Google Scholar was used in situations, 
when the full version of a paper was not available in databases listed above. Google 
Scholar allows finding different versions of the same document in various scientific 
databases. It highly increases probability of founding accessible version of a 
document. Additionally Google Scholar was used during Forward SST procedure. 

 
c) Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria 

The main aim of this part is to filter found papers and choose for further analysis only 
those which are valuable to our research. Criteria are divided into 3 types: basic 
inclusion criteria, extended inclusion criteria and exclusion criteria. The whole process 
of paper selection is divided into five phases whereas criteria are applied to first three 
of them. Each paper which does not fulfill specified inclusion criteria automatically 
meets exclusion criteria. The full process of paper selection is presented in Fig.4.1.  

 
Basic Inclusion Criteria: 

• The publication year of article is between 2000 and 2012, 
• The article is written in English. 

Extended Inclusion Criteria: 
• The article is available in full text, 
• The article is related to the problem of maritime container throughput, 
• The article presents/compares/evaluates/discusses forecasting methods. 

Exclusion Criteria: 
• Articles which do not fulfill inclusion criteria. 

 

4.1.2 Search Results 
 

Below the summarized process of Literature Review is presented. In Fig.4.1 the 
number of papers which were qualified in each phase according to specified criteria 
can be seen. 
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Fig.4.1 Literature Review process 
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4.2 Classification 
During the process of Literature Review 31 research papers were collected, analyzed 
and classified. The classification process is done with an emphasis on different aspects 
of container throughput forecasting. The main objective thus was identification of 
recently used methods and models in this area. Results of classification are covered in 
this chapter, table with all results is provided below. Alternative to forecasting 
methods, it is worth to analyze other aspects of this research area such as: year of 
publication and countries where forecasts were conducted. 
 
 

Table 4.1 Classification table 

Index Year E
C

 
T

S 
N

N
 

SV
M

 
G

T
 

G
P 

H
B

 

Objective Variables Data used Forecasted 
years 

Forecasted 
country 

1 2001 X       Port 
Throughput 

Port, 
competitors', 
economic 
variables 

1986 - 
1997 

(quarterly) 

1998 - 
2007 

China / 
Hong 
Kong 

2 2001 X       
Trade flows 
of 
commodities  

Univariate 
1962 - 
1995 

(yearly) 

1996 - 
2005 

Flows 
between 

world 
regions 

3 2003   X     Port 
Throughput 

Port 
variables 

Not 
available 2006 China / 

Dalian 

4 2004 X       Port 
Throughput 

Port and 
economic 
variables 

1992 - 
2001 

(quarterly) 

2002 - 
2011 

China / 
Hong 
Kong 

5 2004 X  X     Port 
Throughput 

Economic 
variables 

1982 - 
2001 

(yearly) 

2002 - 
2011 

China / 
Hong 
Kong 

6 2005     X   Port 
Throughput Univariate 

1989 - 
2004 

(yearly) 

Model is 
established 

China / 
Dalian 

7 2006 X       Country 
Throughput 

Economic 
variables 

1982 - 
2002 

(yearly) 

2003 - 
2015 Indonesia 

8 2007   X     Port 
Throughput 

Port 
variables 

1996 - 
2006 

(yearly) 
2015, 2020 

South 
Korea / 
Busan 

9 2007   X     Port 
Throughput Univariate 

1987 - 
2004 

(yearly) 
2005 China / 

Shanghai 

10 2007   X X    Port 
Throughput Univariate 

1995 - 
2006 

(monthly) 

Model is 
established 

China / 
Hong 
Kong 

11 2008 X       
Country's 
Import 
Containers 

Economic 
variables 

1989-2001 
(yearly) 2011 Taiwan 

12 2008     X   Port 
Throughput Univariate 

1998 - 
2006 

(yearly) 

Model is 
established 

China / 
Fuzhou 

13 2008  X X    X Port 
Throughput Univariate 

2004 - 
2007 

(monthly) 

Model is 
established 

China / 
Dalian 

14 2009     X   Port 
Throughput Univariate 1992 - 

2005 
2006 - 
2010 

China / 
Tianjin 
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Index Year E
C

 
T

S 
N

N
 

SV
M

 
G

T
 

G
P 

H
B

 

Objective Variables Data used Forecasted 
years 

Forecasted 
country 

(yearly) 

15 2009     X   Port 
Throughput Univariate 

2002 - 
2007 

(yearly) 

2008 - 
2012 

China / 
Qinhuangdao 

16 2009  X X    X Port 
Throughput Univariate 

1995 - 
2007 

(yearly) 

2010 , 
2020 

China / 
Nanchang 

17 2009  X   X   Port 
Throughput Univariate 

2003 - 
2006 

(monthly) 

Model is 
established 

Taiwan / 
Keelung, 
Taichung, 
Kaohsiung 

18 2009  X X    X Port 
Throughput Univariate 

2001 - 
2008 

(monthly) 

Model is 
established 

China / 
Shenzen 

19 2009  X   X   Port 
Throughput 

GDP, 
Univariate  

1980 - 
2006 

(yearly) 

Model is 
established 

China / 
Fuzhou 

20 2010 X  X  X  X Port 
Throughput Univariate 

2001 - 
2009 

(monthly) 

Model is 
established 

China / 
Dalian 

21 2010 X  X     Port 
Throughput 

Port and 
region 
variables 

2007 - 
2009 

(monthly) 

Model is 
established 

China / 
Tianjin, 

Shanghai, 
Shenzhen 

22 2010  X    X  Country 
Throughput Univariate 

1978 - 
2007 

(monthly) 
2008 Taiwan 

23 2010   X     Port 
Throughput 

Economic 
variables 

1999 - 
2009 

(monthly) 

Model is 
established 

Thailand / 
Bangkok 

24 2010   X  X  X Port 
Throughput 

Port, region, 
economic 
variables 

1997 - 
2007 

(yearly) 
2008 China / 

Ningbo 

25 2010 X X X    X Port 
Throughput 

Port and 
region 
variables 

1999 - 
2008 

(monthly) 

Model is 
established 

China / 
Hong 
Kong 

26 2010    X     Port 
Throughput Univariate 

2001 - 
2009 

(yearly) 
2014 China / 

Jiujiang 

27 2010     X   Port 
Throughput Univariate 

2000 - 
2007 

(yearly) 

2008 - 
2015 

China / 
Guangxi 

Beibu Gulf 

28 2011  X X  X  X Port 
Throughput Univariate 

1995 - 
2010 

(yearly) 

2011 - 
2015 

China / 
Shanghai 

29 2012     X   Port 
Throughput Univariate 

1993 - 
2007 

(yearly) 

2008 - 
2011 

China / 
Qinhuangdao 

30 2012 X       Port Range 
Throughput 

Economic 
Variables 

1900 - 
2010 

(yearly) 

2011 - 
2100 

Europe / 
Le Havre - 
Hamburg 

Range 
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Index Year E
C

 
T

S 
N

N
 

SV
M

 
G

T
 

G
P 

H
B

 

Objective Variables Data used Forecasted 
years 

Forecasted 
country 

31 2012        Port Range 
Throughput 

Economic 
Variables 

Not 
available 2020, 2030 

Europe / 
Le Havre - 
Hamburg 

Range 

Table 4.1 presents research findings. Among papers, there is a big heterogeneity 
regarding used methods. Because of that, all methods are divided into 7 general groups 
(EC, TS, NN, SVM, GT, GP, HB). It provides clearer reading experience and is more 
suitable for classification purpose. Detailed information like which method is used in 
which paper, can be found in Appendix. Following group abbreviations are used:  

• EC - Econometric methods 
• TS - Time Series methods 
• NN - Artificial Neural Networks 
• SVM - Support Vector Machine  
• GT - Grey Theory  
• GP - Genetic Programming 
• HB - Hybrid Methods 

Among research papers listed in Table 4.1 there is one (de Langen et al. 2012), which 
does not have assigned any method. It does not utilize any method used by other 
papers but presents completely different approach. Researchers rely on tool which is 
called TRANS-TOOLS ("TOOLS for TRansport Forecasting ANd Scenario testing"), 
which is developed jointly by several European partners and founded by European 
Commission. This tool is based on the model of the whole European intermodal 
(different types of transport i.e. land, sea, air) transportation network (both passenger 
and freight). (TRANS-TOOLS 2010) In our research we do not consider this type of 
model. Nevertheless it is worth to mention about different problem approach. 

Closely related to applied method is also type of input data. According to table 4.1 and 
column "Variables" it can be seen that researchers use univariate models or 
multivariable models. Univariate models focus only on time series of container 
throughput and neglect other factors, which might have influence on the forecast. 
Those methods assume that past values of throughput contain enough information to 
determine future data patterns. Other approach is represented by multivariable models, 
where factors originated from outside world also affect the final forecasting output. 
Depending on researchers' approach and experiment design different variables are 
being considered. In this classification they are grouped depending on the area they 
concern i.e. port characteristics, regional characteristics, characteristics of competing 
ports in the region and economical variables.   

For the last several years containerized freight has increased significantly and similar 
trend can be seen in number of published research papers. Beginning in 2000 without 
any study and it gradually rose to the level of 6 papers in 2009 and 8 papers in 2010, 
which together represent 45% of all articles. After that, rapid drop occurred with 1 
paper in 2011 and 3 in 2012. Results are shown in Fig.4.2. 
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Fig.4.2 Annual distribution of published papers in years 2000 - 2012 

 
Distribution of countries, where port forecasting was conducted, indicates the 

fastest developing regions in the world. 90% of all papers (28 out of 31) originate from 
Asia. Within Asia the main leader is China with 17 papers. Nevertheless, very 
important research studies are conducted in Hong Kong; 5 papers and concerning the 
same port. As the chart shows the scientific researches in particular countries the usage 
of "Europe" seems to be incongruous. "Europe" stands for summarization of two 
terms. First is Le Havre - Hamburg range which gathers biggest North Sea ports in 
France, Belgium, the Netherlands and Germany. Those cooperate together within the 
scientific projects. Second is research performed in the Netherlands which studied 
commodity flows between main regions in the world. The full summary can be seen 
below in the Fig.4.3. 

 

 
Fig.4.3 Distribution of Papers in Particular countries 
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Theoretical background for forecasting methods is provided in Chapter 3. Among all 
analyzed papers, seven forecasting groups of methods are distinguished. It is worth to 
mention that in one article a few different techniques can be used. As a result one 
paper can be classified in more than one group. Classification results are showed in 
Fig.4.4, where distribution of utilized forecasting techniques is presented. Additionally 
Fig.4.5 depicts annual distribution of utilized forecasting techniques.   

The most common technique is Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) which shows up in 
45% of all papers (14/31). Scientific community found it very useful as an individual 
forecasting technique as well as a supportive technique in hybrid models. In 8 research 
papers Back Propagation NN was utilized. Two other types of ANN were identified: 
Radial Basis Function Neural Networks (RBF NN; used in 3 papers) and Elman 
Neural Networks (ENN; used in 2 papers).  

Grey Theory showed up in 35 % of papers (11/31) and probably owes it due to its 
simplicity, good accuracy and ability to work with as little as 4 samples of time series 
data. As mentioned in chapter 3.2, grey theory provides ability to forecast not only 
time series but also multivariable series of data, though in analyzed papers only one 
type of GM (Grey Model) appeared – GM (1,1). It is a time series type method which 
is often modified and adjusted through different procedures e.g. incorporating S-shape 
curve function in the body of model (called Verhulst Model) (Guo et al. 2005), 
including Markov-Chain transition state matrix (Lihua & Hengqin 2009) and (Shuang 
& Lixia 2012) or correcting errors through Fourier Series (Guo et al. 2005) . The rest 
of the papers - 8, utilize standard GM(1,1). It is often used as a reference model for 
other methods as well as a part of more complicated methods called Hybrid Methods.  

 Another big group is econometric methods with 32% of papers (10/31). They present 
systematic and statistical approach to the problem of throughput forecasting. Among 
found papers, three of them are using Vector Error Correction Model (VECM). Their 
aim is creation of long-run econometric models with error correction component. 
Another two works are based on Vector Autoregression, which use multivariate time 
series with lagged data. Other five papers consider general multivariable regressions 
which cannot be classified in any of above methods.  

The last significant set is time series methods with 26% of articles (8/31). They are 
used equivalently in grey theory and treat port throughput as a time series data. Outer 
factors are not considered. Important time series methods are often used as a reference 
models to other methods and as parts of bigger hybrid models.  

Support Vector Machine (2 articles) and Genetic Programming (1 article) seems to be 
almost omitted by recent researchers. Both provide ability to computationally create 
model with best fit to real data.  

In 2008 for the first time the hybrid forecasting models were published. As Fig 4.6 
depicts in summary there are 7 papers published between 2008 and 2011. All paper 
which are considered as a "non-hybrid" use single method to forecast port throughput.  
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Fig.4.4 Distribution of utilized forecasting techniques 

 
 

 
Fig.4.5 Annual distribution of utilized forecasting techniques 
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Fig.4.6 Annual distribution of Hybrid Models usage 
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5 DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS 
In this chapter we describe the main elements of our case studies- Sweden and China. 
We have considered supply and demand of containers in seaports, influencing 
parameters and their interactions. Following we will have an introduction to each 
country. Further to it, we motivate the other two complementary experiments which 
we applied to validate our method and model. 

5.1 Experiment 1, considering the case study for Sweden  
In this study, we aim at developing a global model for Country Container Throughput 
in the context of a case study, Sweden and its important ports. The Country Container 
Throughput is highly dependent to a variety of influencing parameters that should be 
considered in addressing the problem. By providing a Country Container Throughput 
we can compare it with the current supply of the country (Capacity of country) in case 
of available Cranes. Cranes are considered as the main resource for determining the 
capacity that a port or container terminal possess. In this case we analyzed nine 
important ports of Sweden which have the highest Demand of the country. These ports 
are: (1) Gävle, (2) Göteborg, (3) Helsingborg, (4) Malmö, (5) Norrköping, (6) 
Stockholm, (7)  Västerås, (8) Wallhamn and (9) Åhus. 

5.1.1 Swedish Ports 

The container traffic (Throughput) for Sweden in 2011 was 1,497,202 TEU according 
to the Transportgroup statistics (Transportgrupe 2012). Throughput measures the 
port’s inflow and outflow of containers in twenty foot equivalent units (TEUs). 
Growth of container traffic, as shown in Fig. 5.1, has major impact on decision 
making, investment on such issues as capacity and handling demand. For the case of 
Sweden, the number of TEUs that were handled in 2011 is 50% more than 2000, 
which leads to questions on whether if future capacity can handle continued growth in 
the volume of TEUs? If so, at what point in time should extra capacity be needed. As 
major infrastructure projects that can take upwards of 10+ years, the need for 
improved forecasting is highly demanded for better port planning. 

 

 
Fig. 5.1 Countrycontainer throughput of Sweden 
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In Fig. 5. 1 data collected from 47 ports of Sweden, but only nine ports have 
significant throughput and need to be considered. Therefore we just consider these 
nine ports and consider them by applying to the model. In order to analyze the 
throughput and its growth for each port, several influencing factors are to be taken into 
consideration. Most of these parameters are econometric parameters and vary from one 
case to another. Careful analysis is necessary of all interactions between variables 
which are to be done by system dynamics.  

 

5.2 Experiment 2, considering the case study for China 
According to (Shipping Online.cn 2012) the last statistics from ministry of transport of 
China shows that there are 164 million TEUs handled in the country which makes 
China the global shipping country and it is still increasing.  

From Top 20 container ports around the world, 8 of them are Chinese (Shipping 
Online.cn 2012).  

The vessel fleet of China increased to 0.5 percent and it reaches to 179,200 vessels, 
while the capacity increased 17.9 percent to the value of 212.64 million dead weight 
tons. Additionally its ocean shipping fleet capacity increased to 115 million tones 
which is the fourth country in the world. (Shipping Online.cn 2012) 

With this specification, it is worth to analyze and forecast its container throughput in 
the following years and see whether they need to invest to extend their ports capacity 
to handle those throughputs.  

5.3 Experiment 3, Method Comparison  
In order to compare our method with previous ones, we forecasted the country 
throughput of Sweden and China with the same data (GDP and Throughput) by use of 
Artificial Neural Network which is commonly applied for forecasting country 
throughput in previous studies.  

5.4 Experiment 4, Model Comparison  
In addition to our work, there is another attempt for forecasting Finland’s ports 
throughput by the use of System Dynamics  (Ruutu 2008). Their model is specifically 
designed for Finland. We compare both models and also methods which were used in 
each work and  provide the specification of each model. 
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6 MODEL DEVELOPMENT 
The world that surrounds us is highly complex and often there are difficulties in 
understanding on how things are interrelated and may have impact on other variables. 
Currently there is as tremendous amount of information that can often overwhelm a 
human beings' capability of knowledge acquisition. Nevertheless, people must be able 
to the following: make appropriate decisions, improve present solutions and introduce 
new policies for improving the common well being. One possible method for solving 
this vexing problem is through the use of systems thinking. As a holistic approach, 
which highly facilitates the process of learning and managing. Systems thinking 
perceives a system to be combined of many interconnected sub-systems and 
components. The main aim of systems thinking is to understand the interrelationships 
between particular elements and discover crucial pattern changes. Systems thinking is 
a very general approach which can be applied in fields where complex and nonlinear 
behaviors and interactions occur. (Senge 1990, p.53-58)  

In this chapter System Dynamics modelling procedure and model itself are desribed. 
Additionally, the model was combined with Genetic Programming which allowed to 
provide accurate mathematical equations for forecasting purposes.  

6.1 System Dynamics  
System dynamics was developed by MIT professor Jay Forrester in 1950s and 
introduced in his book "Industrial Dynamics" in 1958 (Forrester 1958). System 
dynamics employs systems thinking and complements it with rigorous modeling and 
formal computer simulation. It allows us to enhance learning of complex systems and 
understand underlying sources of problems (Sterman 2000). System's dynamism 
originates from interactions between model's elements. It is generated mainly by 
feedback loops (reinforcing and balancing). Nevertheless, other system's components 
i.e. stock and flows structures, time delays and nonlinear relations play vital role as 
well. In addition, Sterman defines the term of dynamic complexity. It can arise even in 
simple looking systems and is a result of nonlinear, nontrivial and multiple interacting 
feedbacks between components. The behaviors of such structure and output results are 
not obvious and can be obtained only by experimenting in different conditions.  

6.1.1 System Dynamics - principles 

System dynamics is an interdisciplinary method that can be applied to many various 
fields i.e. engineering, social science, economy and all other areas where complex 
systems with many elements and interrelations exist. Beside the fact that from 
conceptual point of view such systems are absolutely different, they all need to obey 
the rules imposed by Systems Thinking and System Dynamics. The successful process 
of modeling requires appropriate rules and techniques to be observed. According to 
(Sterman 2000, pp.79-81) there are 12 basic principles: 

 
1. Develop a model to solve a particular problem, not to model the system 
2. Modeling should be integrated into project from the beginning 
3. Be skeptical about the value of modeling and force the "why do we need it" discussion 

at the start of the project 
4. System dynamics does not stand alone. Use other tools and methods as appropriate 
5. Focus on implementation from the start of the project 
6. Modeling works best as an iterative process of joint inquiry between client and 

consultant 
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7. Avoid black box modeling 
8. Validation is a continuous process of testing and building confidence in the model 
9. Gets a preliminary model working as soon as possible. Add detail only as necessary 
10. A broad model boundary is more important than a great deal of detail 
11. Use expert modelers, not novices 
12. Implementation does not end with a single project 

 
 

6.1.2 System Dynamics - basic elements 

Often a system dynamics model is built from several basic components. Each of the 
components provides fundamental functionality. During the process of modeling those 
elements are logically combined so as to create desired system's structure. The 
following are components found in a system dynamics model: 

Causal loops - show mutual relations between variables, which is depicted by 
connecting arrows. Those connections are called causal links and might have two 
different polarities: positive or negative. Depending on if in a particular causal loop 
exists only positive connections or there also occur negative ones, two types of 
feedback can be distinguished: balancing (negative) or reinforcing (positive) (Sterman 
2000, pp.137-140). In the Fig. 6.1, mentioned two causal loops can be seen. First one 
is balancing. Between variables A and B there is a positive link whereas between B 
and A negative one. The negative connection determine balancing characteristic of the 
feedback. Second loop is reinforcing which implies that all links have positive impact 
on each other. Then variable C positively influences on D and growth of D affects C 
which only amplifies the modeled phenomena. 

 

Fig. 6.1 Causal loops 

Stock and flows - a structure that consists of elements such as: stock, inflow, outflow, 
valve, sink and source. The main element is stock, which is considered as an 
accumulator that gathers inflows (there might be more than one). Subsequently, 
outflows can drain a stock. Both, inflows and outflows have their own valves, which 
determine rates of flows. Flows can have input (in case of inflows) and output (in case 
of outflows) called sources and sinks. They indicate systems boundaries and represent 
sources that are often infinite and sinks, which have infinite capacity. Many stocks and 
many flows can be combined together what allows us to create highly dynamic 
structure. (Sterman 2000, p.191-194) The basic version of all elements is shown in Fig. 
6.2.  
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Fig. 6.2 Stock and Flows 

System dynamics is only a framework for providing a means to model the components 
such as those mentioned. System dynamics enables the modeling of very complicated 
and very simple structures, depending on the needs and structure of the problem. As 
modeling is a highly creative process it is only limited by the imagination and abilities 
of the modeling person. Not all elements available in the framework must be used.  

6.1.3 System Dynamics - modeling process 

Modeling is a demanding task which integrates capability of creating logical dynamic 
structure as well translating descriptive. According to (Sterman 2000,  pp.85-89) there 
are five steps required to successfully perform modeling: problem articulation, 
dynamic hypothesis, formulation, testing, policy formulation and evaluation. They 
create a continuous feedback processes where modification of one element e.g. key 
variable or system boundary might highly affect other system elements. Because of 
that, constant testing and model improvement is required. Fig. 6. 2 depicts modeling 
process. The star inside highlights the interconnections and mutual influence between 
particular steps. 

 
Fig. 6.3System Dynamics modeling process adapted from (Sterman 2000, p.87) 

1. Problem articulation - Modeler has to identify specific problem, which 
focuses on particular domain, key variables and concepts. Additionally 
appropriate time horizon must be considered so as to catch past/delayed events 
affecting model in the present and future. (Sterman 2000,  pp.89-91) 
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2. Formulation of Dynamic Hypotheses – The modeler has to deeply 
understand the processes, which drive the modeled system. It requires 
revealing theory and source of arisen problems. The initial structure of the 
system with affecting feedback loops and stock and flow structures must be 
defined. System dynamics offers several types of diagrams, which facilitate 
the modeling process. Nevertheless, in this causal loop diagram and flow 
diagram will be used. Model boundary diagram depicts the scope of the model 
with listed key endogenous and exogenous variables as well as excluded 
variables. Causal loop diagram shows interrelations and feedback loops 
between different variables within the system whereas flow diagram presents 
the model structure. (Sterman 2000,  pp.94-102) 

3. Formulation of a Simulation Model - Baseline theory, which determines 
model, must be transferred into computable form. All variables and relations 
between them must have defined respectively values and auxiliary 
mathematical expressions. Initially many inconsistencies may appear and then 
testing process arose. (Sterman 2000,  pp.102-103) 

4. Testing - Is a continuous process which aim is to improve formulated 
mathematical equations (relations) and, if necessary, modify model's structure. 
(Sterman 2000,  p.103) 

5. Policy Design and Evaluation - Testing procedure and structure refinement 
must lead to modeler's confidence that model is valid and can be used for 
further analysis. Depending on the nature of the model itself, set of diverse 
polices is applied. The essence is evaluation of model's behavior under 
different circumstances. System is highly nonlinear what leads to necessity of 
testing interactions between different polices. (Sterman 2000,  pp.103-104) 

 

6.1.4 System Dynamics – comparison with other methods 
According to (E. Suryani et al. 2012) conventional forecasting methods face some 
problems that System Dynamics is able to overcome, for example the following 
problems that effect conventional methods are handled by System Dynamics: 

- In the external environment, discontinuities are not considered. 
- Sometimes the relationship between parameters in the system from the view of 

cause and effect is not correct, which will result in spurious correlation 
between them and consequently the result of forecasting will be inaccurate, 
especially when a variable changes.   

Conventional methods mainly use historical data, instead of forecasting the effect of 
changes in strategy. As stated by (Senge 1990, p.2), conventional methods are not 
appropriate for dynamic systems with deep uncertainty and we may not achieve to the 
model validation and optimality (E. Suryani et al. 2012). System dynamics is 
appropriate for forecasting complex problems with deep uncertainty. In such problems, 
we can simulate complex issues and analyze their non-linear behaviors over time (E. 
Suryani et al. 2012).  According to (E. Suryani et al. 2012) there are a number of 
advantages in System Dynamics for modeling the Demand Forecasting, such as: 
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- In System Dynamics, we are able to incorporate the knowledge of experts and 
model highly non-linear behaviors. 

- It can be calibrated to historical data to forecast future demands accurately. 
- The results of System Dynamics are more reliable than statistical models, and 

can apply sensitivity analysis in a robust way with different scenarios. 

6.2 System Dynamics Model 
In order to forecast Country throughput based on System Dynamics Model, we will 
have the following processes which are illustrated in Fig.6.4. 

 
Fig. 6.4 Process of the Model. 

The modeling starts with interviews from experts (1), in order to define the influencing 
parameters on port/country throughput. (2)After defining the parameters, necessary 
data for the selected parameters should be gathered. The next phase (3) is to check the 
gathered data to gauge whether they have numerical correlation to throughput data or 
not. In this phase some parameters are excluded because of non-relativity. (4) At this 
stage the System Dynamics Model for the system is constructed. (5) In this step, we 
use Genetic Programming to find appropriate relations between parameters in form of 
mathematical equations. The results from the system are validated by use of the 
historical data in step (6). In case of any inacceptable error from the real value, the 
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mathematical models and parameters are refined. At the end (7) the results should be 
analyzed and it may check by experts for further validation. 

 

6.2.1 Expert’s experiences 

These experts are from the following organization and university: 

• UNCTAD (United Nations Conference on Trade and Development) 

o Dr. Jan Hoffman 

o Mr Vincent Valentine 

o Mr. Bismark Sotiris 

• BTH University (School of Computer Science and Management) 

o Dr. Martin Andersson 

o Dr. Lawrence Henesey 

In UNCTAD, we contacted Dr. Jan Hoffman who works as trade facilitation, port and 
shipping specialist in Trade Logistic Branch of UNCTAD since 2003 and Mr. Vincent 
Valentine who works as Economic Affairs Officer in Trade Logistic Branch of 
UNCTAD.  

We communicated with them via email and Skype and asked about the influencing 
factors on port/country throughput which can be applied to every country and have 
similar consequences on their throughput. The results are as below: 

Question:  Which variables highly influence the port/ country capacity? (Global / 
Regional)   

Answer from UNCTAD specialists: First we should categorize countries according to 
their situation: island countries, countries with competing ports in neighboring 
countries, inland transport connections, trade facilitations and port competitiveness.   

Most likely use indicators such as: GDP, GDP per capita, LSCI (Liner Shipping 
Connectivity Index), LPI (Logistic Performance Index) and FDI (Foreign Direct 
Investment) indicator will all be positively correlated to port throughput, while these 
indicators will affect neighbor competitors negatively. 

Also, the UNCTAD specialists mentioned that growth in national or transit country 
demand is probably the single biggest influencing factor for port throughput in the case 
of gateway ports. If the port is a transshipment or logistics centre port then throughput 
can be influenced by actions taken by the port or local government. For a port to 
improve its throughput without national government help (e.g. through promoting 
exports or boosting imports) transshipment can lower port dues or terminal handling 
charges (subject to the terminal operators permission/capacity) or use free land to 
develop a light manufacturing base (e.g. Foreign Trade Zones) but this would require 
local and national government approval.  
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Returning to the question of which variables would affect port/country throughput, 
GDP could be an indicator for gateway ports but this depends on the products, other 
ports/transport modes and the share of services, which make up the GDP. A country 
that exports invisible earnings will create a demand for physical imports, thus a high 
GDP maybe correlated to rising port throughput (imports). But a country whose GDP 
is dominated by exports may have a higher port throughput (because of the combined 
exports and imports). Therefore the actual volume of imports/exports would be more 
useful than a GDP value figure.  

FDI: what is it being spent upon, physical infrastructure or services? This will have a 
different impact upon port throughput.  

Population: maybe the purchasing power or production of people rather than their 
number.  

LPI: possibly this could be correlated since it asks freight forwards for their 
perceptions and they are responsible for physical imports/exports, but the major 
problem is less data for this indicator as well as or the LSCI (from 2004 up to now). 

Dr Jan Hofmann insists that: “The main determinant of port throughput is the demand 
for physical goods. Whatever indicator you use to determine future port throughput 
growth should be strongly in favor of the physical demand”. 

In BTH we contacted to our Supervisor Dr. Lawrence Henesey, assistant Professor at 
school of Computer Science with specialty in intelligent transportation systems and 
intelligent ports and Dr. Martin Andersson who is Professor in economics with 
specialty in industrial economy,innovative firms and industrial dynamics. Their 
response to our question in a number of discussions and meetings with them is 
concluded as below: 

Answer from Dr Lawrence Henesey and Dr Martin Andersson: Influencing factors 
on port/country throughput which can consider globally and apply to almost all 
countries are: GDP, Import and Export, Language similarity with trading partners, 
Freight rates, Colonial variables (Number of Ships, Number of Services, Number of 
Companies), Labor cost, Exchange rate, Oil Price, Industrial Index, Big Mac Index, 
Economic freedom (size of government, legal statement, security of property rights, 
access to sound money, international trade freedom, regulation of credit, labor & 
business), FDI, Max ship size. 

Considering the results of our discussions with experts, availability of data and 
relativity of parameters to our case (Sweden and China), three main influencing factors 
selected which are: GDP, Exchange Rate and Industrial Index. GDP is made of 5 main 
indicators: (private) consumption, fixed investment, change in inventories, government 
purchases (i.e. government consumption), and net exports (Roubini 1998). These 
components get effect from changes in different parameters like: economical, political, 
environmental and industrial parameters. 
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6.2.2 Data Collection 
Sweden Data: Ports throughput data collected from Statistics Sweden website: 
http://www.scb.se, which is a governmental agency to produce statistics for Sweden 
and cooperates with international organizations. It is a respected source and the data 
gathered from this website is therefore reliable. As the data is in the form that we need 
for our analysis (yearly data), we do not need to do any transformation on it and we 
use it as it is. 

GDP Data: GDP of Sweden collected from UNCTADSTAT:  

http://unctadstat.unctad.org/ReportFolders/reportFolders.aspx?sCS_referer=&sCS_Ch
osenLang=en  

where we collected the real GDP from 1970 to 2011.  

6.2.3 Correlation between variables 

Before defining the mathematical model between selected parameters, we checked the 
relation between independent variables (Influencing parameters) and the dependent 
variable (Throughput). According to (Rodgers & Nicewander 1988) linear dependence 
between two variables can be analyzed by Pearson’s Correlation test. It provides a 
value between -1 and +1 to show the strength of linear dependency between variables. 
The results of Pearson’s test on our selected parameters are presented in Table 6.1. 

 
 Table 6.1  Correlation between dependent variable and Independent variables 

Parameters Correlation with 
Throughput (Sweden Data) 

GDP 0.898326056 
Exchange Rate -0.708028306 
Industrial 
Index 0.432214436 

As it shows in table 6.1, There is a high correlation between GDP and Throughput, but 
the Exchange Rate has negative correlation with lower correlation and the Industrial 
Index has very low correlation. Therefore we exclude Exchange Rate and Industrial 
Index from our model for Sweden case and only consider GDP as the influencing 
factor on port/country Throughput.  

 

6.2.4 Model Development 

In this study Vensim software was used, which is an application for development, 
analysis, packaging and simulation of dynamic feedback models. Models can be 
designed in graphical or text mode. It is argued for the research published in this thesis 
to be appropriate for large and complicated models with a number of facilities such as: 
causal tracing, Monte Carlo sensitivity, subscripting (arrays), data handling and 
optimization (Ventana Systems 2009).  

It is possible to divide a model to different parts and provide it in multiple views. With 
the equation editor, you can provide equation for each variable in the model, by the use 
of other values as well as built-in functions (user defined Lookups, logical operators, 
scientific functions, random number generators, continuous and discrete delays, 
smoothes and forecasts, and customizable Vensim macros and external functions). In 

http://www.scb.se/�
http://unctadstat.unctad.org/ReportFolders/reportFolders.aspx?sCS_referer=&sCS_ChosenLang=en�
http://unctadstat.unctad.org/ReportFolders/reportFolders.aspx?sCS_referer=&sCS_ChosenLang=en�
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addition, Vensim can do efficient and quick simulations by the use of its simulation 
engine. Also it is possible to check the model behavior with real values and keep the 
model in line with the real world (Ventana Systems 2009).  

Demand Model  

For the demand model of total throughput following parameters were considered to be 
included in the model: GDP, Exchange Rate and Industrial index. Two latter 
parameters were excluded because of low correlation to Throughput. It is illustrated in 
Fig. 6.5. In Fig. 6.5 (a) all influencing parameters of the Country Throughput (GDP, 
Exchange Rate and Industrial Index) as well as their relations with each other and 
Country Throughput are shown. Exchange Rate and Industrial Index affect GDP as 
well as Country Throughput. There is a positive feedback loop between Country 
Throughput and GDP, which means that any increase in GDP will increase the 
Country Throughput and any increase in Country Throughput will increase GDP in 
response. According to section 6.5, there is a low correlation between Country 
Throughput and Exchange Rate as well as Country Throughput and Industrial Index, 
therefore the model was simplified as in Fig. 6.5 (b). Only GDP influences the Country 
Throughput and other parameters were excluded.  

  

 
Fig. 6.5 (a) Country Demand Model based on influencing variables by Experts. (b) Country Demand 

Model after excluding low correlated parameters 

Supply Model  

Supply model calculates the capacity based on Cranes. The dynamic model of supply 
is illustrated in Fig. 6.6. It shows the potential of that country to handle containers. The 
main influencing factor is Crane (Type of Cranes and number of cranes in each type) 
as well as its working times in each port. In order to calculate the capacity based on 
cranes, Cranes were categorized based on the Number of TEUs that they can handle. 
This categorization is presented in an array in CraneTypes variable. Also the number 
of cranes provided in another array which is called CraneCount. This array is 
categorized based on the ports in country and type of cranes. In Cranes variable, the 
total number of cranes is calculated. By multiplying the number of Cranes in each port 
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to the working hours in that port (Crane Working Hours variable) Country Capacity 
will result based on Cranes. 

 
Fig. 6.6 Country Supply Model based on Cranes 

Final Causal loop diagram 

The final model is presented in Fig. 6.7. Supply and Demand Models are combined 
together. The Demand Model is more detail in this figure than Fig. 6.5. In order to 
forecast the future value of GDP the mathematical equation should be provided. It is 
explained in Mathematical Modeling in section 6.7. It should be mentioned that the 
value of GDP is based on its growth rate. This is provided in Growth variable. 
Additionally GDP value in previous year is represented by GDP1D variable. The 
country throughput is represented as TP. TP is based on GDP and they have 
reinforcing effect on each other. It should be considered that GDP is the only 
influencing factor for Country Throughput in this model and is applied on both cases 
studies (China and Sweden). Here the role of experts and decision makers is 
highlighted, because they are responsible for providing the influencing factors by their 
experiences and knowledge about the economy and trade of the country. By 
calculating Country Throughput with GDP, the Total Throughput is calculated in 
Cargo Demand variable. This shows how much capacity of the country is utilized in 
form of TEUs in Country Utilization variable. This value is the same as Cargo 
Demand. From the other side, the Country Supply is provided in form of TEUs. 
Further to it, the difference between supply and demand is calculated in Country 
Excess Capacity variable. And at last, the time of investing, to handle further 
demands. This is calculated in Threshold to Invest.   

 

Fig. 6.7 Final causal loop diagram 
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The causal loop diagrams are mainly focused on the feedback structure of a system but 
do not comprehensively describe the physical structure of the system. In order to show 
the physical structure of the system the causal loop model should be converted into a 
flow diagram, which can be more detailed (E. Suryani et al. 2012). The flow diagram 
of the system is illustrated in Fig. 6.8. The flow diagram presented in Fig. 6.8 is similar 
to the causal loop diagram Fig 6.7, with the main difference that in the flow diagram 
the causal loop between GDP and Throughput is removed, but the rest are the same as 
Fig. 6.7. 

 
Fig. 6.8 Final Causal Loop of System 

 

6.2.5 Mathematical Modeling 
To forecast the future values of our econometric variable (GDP) and consequently the 
country throughput, we need to assign a mathematical equation to the variables in our 
system dynamics model. As mentioned, we are using, based on our studies to be the 
most accurate method (Genetic Programming) to find the best fitted equations to data  
(Kl’účik et al. 2010). To conduct this in a systematic way, we use the Eureqa 
Application, which implements the Genetic Programming to generate a mathematical 
equation for the imported data. An introduction to Eureqa is provided in this section 
along with its advantages and disadvantages. The mathematical equations that are 
generated for our econometric variables are listed later in the section. 

6.2.6 Introduction to Eureqa  
Eureqa is a Symbolic Regression (evolutionary algorithms in Genetic Programming 
(Zelinka 2004)) software developed at Cornell University by Dr Hod Lipson (Schmidt 
& Lipson 2009). The Eureqa application is also used to reveal hidden mathematical 
relationship of data (Dubčáková 2011). In various research studies, such as (Korns 
2011), (Allgaier & McDevitt 2011) and (Dubčáková 2011), Eureqa seems to be 
accurate and helpful. According to (Allgaier & McDevitt 2011), Eureqa incorporates 
island model and age-fitness Pareto to improve the basic Genetic Programming 
technique. These techniques are described as below: 

Island Genetic Algorithm Model: Island model (Whitley et al. 1999), (Mahfoud 
1995) developed for parallelization, but it can prevent premature convergence. In 
Eureqa (Francisco et al. 2005), this method is implemented very well by dividing the 
initial population in different islands which evolve independently. During the 
evolution, islands evolve independently and search different parts of search space as 
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well as providing migration service for a percentage of population. Islands with these 
features can run on their own processor, separately. 

Age-fitness Pareto: is used to optimize the age of genetic material. It can be added ad 
an objective to a problem by Age-fitness Pareto (Schmidt & Lipson 2011). All 
materials initialize by the age of 1 and when they crossover, they inherit the age of 
their oldest parents. For best fitness the minimum age should be chosen.  

In Eureqa, a number of equations are generated, where each of them represents a 
potential function to provide output data from the inputs.(Allgaier & McDevitt 2011). 
In comparison to other applications such as Statgraphic Plus, Eureqa removes 
insignificant variables from the linear model (Dubčáková 2011). Therefore it is not 
necessary to consider the multi-collinearity in Genetic Programming (Vladislavleva et 
al. 2011). The generated model is also simplified (Dubčáková 2011). 

6.2.7 Mathematical equation for experiment 1: case of Sweden 
First we analyzed the GDP of Sweden by the GDP values from 1970 to 2011 with 
lagging one year The imported data was separated into two parts: 95% for training and 
50% for test. The mathematical functions chosen to apply for the equation are simple 
ones such as: constant, +, -, *, /, sin and cos. The error metric is R-squared goodness to 
fit (maximizes the R-squared to explain variance, which is similar to squared error in 
addition to normalized by output values’ scale) that are applied to the fitness function 
of Genetic programming. Finally we have a number of equations for GDP, based on its 
one year lagged value (GDP1D stands for GDP with one year delay). These equations 
are provided in Table 6.2. In second column we have the equations as solution and in 
third column the complexity of that solution. As you can see in row 4, even it provided 
GDP = GDP1D which has the lowest complexity (1) without using any coefficient, 
constant value or function. By increasing the complexity, the accuracy of the equation 
will increase and the equation will fit into data but we should consider about over-
fitting, because in that case the result would be more complex. For example the 
solution of row 1 and 13 are aligned with the data, but it would be better to take the 
equation with low complexity. In this case both of these equations were applied and 
the results were compared with the actual value as it is shown in Fig. 6.11. 
 

Table 6.2 Mathematical equations for GDP and GDP with one year Delay, by Eureqa 
Index Solution Complexity 

1 GDP = 1.092*GDP1D 3 

2 GDP = 1.117*GDP1D – 6875 5 

3 GDP = GDP1D + 3.363e-7*GDP1D^2 7 

4 GDP = GDP1D 1 

5 GDP = 1*GDP1D + 2.798e-7*GDP1D^2 9 

6 GDP = GDP1D - 0.1248*GDP1D*cos(0.1179*GDP1D) 12 

7 GDP = 1.234e4 + GDP1D - 0.1208*GDP1D*cos(0.1486*GDP1D) 14 

8 GDP = 1.198e4 + GDP1D + 0.1233*GDP1D*cos(1.827 + 2.148*GDP1D) 16 

9 GDP = 10874 + GDP1D + 0.1078*GDP1D*cos(2.082 + 2.148*GDP1D) - 
1.738e4*cos(2.179*GDP1D) 

25 

10 GDP = 9061 + GDP1D + 0.1092*GDP1D*cos(2.237 + 2.148*GDP1D) - 
0.0874*GDP1D*cos(2.179*GDP1D) 

27 
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Index Solution Complexity 

11 GDP = 9364 + GDP1D + 0.1361*GDP1D*cos(2.195 + 2.148*GDP1D) - 
0.09111*GDP1D*cos(2.179*GDP1D) - 8983*cos(2.195 + 2.148*GDP1D) 

38 

12 
GDP = 1.046e4 + GDP1D + 0.1008*GDP1D*cos(2.184 + 2.148*GDP1D) - 
0.07741*GDP1D*cos(2.179*GDP1D) - 
0.04065*GDP1D*cos(2.179*GDP1D)*cos(2.184 + 2.148*GDP1D) 

47 

13 
GDP = 8868 + GDP1D + 0.1052*GDP1D*cos(2.148 + 2.148*GDP1D) + 
1.261e4*cos(GDP1D)*cos(2.179*GDP1D)*cos(2.148 + 2.148*GDP1D) - 
0.0866*GDP1D*cos(2.179*GDP1D) 

50 

 

Selected solutions are with the highest complexity and normal complexity. This 
resulted in two different scenarios which were compared. 

 
EQ.1.1)  
EQ.1.2)  

 

After providing mathematical equation for GDP, the mathematical equations between 
GDP and Throughput were provided. Genetic Programming by Eureqa was used to 
identify the mathematical equation. Like for GDP a number of equations was provided 
for Throughput, but the following equation was used (EQ.1. 3) due to complexity and 
over-fitting (which is also aligned well to the data and accepted by the experts): 

 
EQ.1.3)  

In supply model, Port/Country Capacity is based on the facilities used to handle the 
containers. The most important resource (facility), with the strongest direct effect on 
capacity, is the number of cranes in a port. In order to estimate the capacity by Cranes, 
an equation of cranes, based on the number of containers that a crane can handle 
should be provided. Normally Cranes are defined by tonnage that is convertible to 
container as below. 

According to (Emase 2009) each twenty foot equivalent container (TEU) can handle 
up to 21,600 kg, and there are different type of containers such as: 1TEU, 2TEU, 
2.4TEU, 2.5TEU and 2.65TEU. In addition, there is another type of containers which 
is called forty-foot equivalent container (FEU). Different kinds of cranes can be 
categorized as Table 6.3. 

 
1 TEU = 21,600 kg ~ 21.6 ton 
1 FEU = 26,500 kg ~ 26.5 ton 
 
 

Table 6.3 Crane Type and Capacity 
Cranes Handling 
Capacity in Tons 

Cranes Handling 
Capacity in TEU 

65 2.65 
70 2.65 
45 2 
60 2.65 
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Cranes Handling 
Capacity in Tons 

Cranes Handling 
Capacity in TEU 

45 2 
42 1 (FEU) 

42.5 2 (FEU) 
36 1 (FEU) 

The data collected for identifying types of cranes and their volumes as well as number 
of cranes and working hours of each port were extracted from the Containerisation 
International yearbook 2012 (Informa 2011). There are two arrays based on 
categorizations (Subscripts in dynamic modeling): one is an array of crane types 
(according to handling capacity in TEU) and the other is array of crane counts. 

 
EQ.1.4)  

  
EQ.1.5)  

 

Also for the working hours, it is assumed that each crane can have 30 moves per hour. 
So the coefficient for Crane Working Hours is composed of yearly working hours of 
cranes in a port multiply to 30.It should also be in an array to have the working hours 
for each port. 

 
EQ.1.6)  

        
 

 

In addition, a threshold for the capacity should be defined. Normally the decision 
makers for port extension use the value of 85%, which means that when the demand 
has reached to this percentage of capacity then the port should start the investment to 
extend the port and add new cranes to handle the loads. Therefore (100%-85% = 15% 
= 0.15) were assigned to threshold of model, as below. 

 
EQ.1.7)  

This equation means that when the Excess Capacity get lower than 15% of Port 
Capacity it will result in 1, showing that the demand is more than threshold and it 
should start investment.  

6.2.8 Model validation 
In order to validate a model, we should assess it in a way to fit in the system and cover 
all expectations. There are two separate tasks to validate the model: Structural and 
Calibration (Ruutu 2008). Structural validation tries to fit into the structure of system, 
but the calibration tries to match the results to historical data. The validation process of 
our work has been done in cooperation with the experts. The preliminary version of the 
system developed with the information provided by experts and updated by applying 
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feedbacks from experts on it as well as comparing the results with historical data 
(Ruutu 2008). 

6.2.9 Structural validation 

In structural validation, the consistency of a model is based on descriptive knowledge 
from the experts are assessed. This type of validation consists of the validation of 
causal relationships and justification of assumptions and simplifications in the model. 
Incorrect structure will result in wrong behaviors. All variables (exogenous and 
endogenous) should be considered in the model, but some variables need to be 
omitted. In this study, the development of GDP exogenously affects the country 
throughput as it has the development of all industries as well as the foreign trade. This 
will also influence by economy, politics and environmental changes but in cooperation 
with the experts, we did not find these parameters considerable in this model (Ruutu 
2008).    

The research conducted for this study focuses on containerized transportation, we 
excluded other types of cargo, such as dry and liquid bulk. In addition, we should 
assess the aggregation level of the model. It means that, further to analyze the 
throughput in country level, we need to analyze it in port level, because each port have 
different situation and need different management and investment strategy. 

 

6.2.10 Model calibration: Sweden Case 

In order to calibrate the model, we should check the parameters with their real data and 
try to match them. It can be done by changing the parameters value and monitor the 
effects on the model or automate it by automation methods like model reference 
optimization (MRO) (J. M. Lyneis & Pugh 1996), (Ruutu 2008). In the experiments 
conducted for this study we calibrated the model by using the Vensim optimizer, 
where we tried to match the results of Throughput with its historical data. The results 
of the calibration are illustrated in Fig. 6. 9. As it shows, the green line is real 
throughput from the historical data, the red line is the result of mathematical model for 
Throughput, based on GDP, and the blue line is the result of calibration. For 
calibrating the throughput, we used the growth variable which is the only constant 
variable in Demand. In order to optimize Throughput, we define a boundary for 
growth as below: 

0 <= growth = 1.092<= 1.1 

Then we start the optimization in Vensim which provide the best fit to the real data 
based on the growth. As you can see, the blue line is closer to green line. 
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Fig. 6.9 Sweden Throughput Calibration 

 
 

6.2.11 Simulation: Sweden Case 
After calibrating the model, the model was simulated in the time period of 2000-2018 
(the reason behind choosing 2018 is that Sweden will need extra capacity before this 
date to handle the throughput) to identify future trends of the system. The simulation 
results for Country Throughput and GDP are shown in Fig.6.10 and Fig. 6.11 
accordingly.. As illustrated in Fig. 6. 10, The blue line is the historical data of Sweden 
Throughput and the red line is the result of simulation. As you can see the throughput 
is growing and it will reach to more than 2 million TEUs, before 2017 and it will need 
extra capacity (Cranes). 

 
Fig. 6.10 Country Throughput Simulation 
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In addition, Fig. 6.11 presents the results of the simulation of GDP based on 2 different 
equations (EQ.1.1 and EQ.1.2) and also the historical data of GDP.  The blue line 
(GDPC) represents the real value of GDP from the historical data. The red line 
(GDPB) represents the estimation of GDP according to EQ.1.2 and the green line 
(GDPA) represents simulation results based on EQ.1.1, which shows that the results of 
EQ.1.1 is more fitted to the historical data so we chose this equation to forecasted the 
future values. The reason for the difference between red and green line is the 
complexity and over-fitting of the EQ.1.2 while the EQ.1.1 is less complex and fitted 
well. 

 
Fig. 6.11 GDP Simulation 

 

6.2.12 Sensitivity analysis: Sweden Case 

To analyze the effect of uncertain variables in the model the sensitivity analysis can be 
used. In the Vensim software tool it is provided by using a Monte Carlo simulation in 
which the input variables were selected and the probability distribution was assigned 
to them. As there is only one uncertain variable that is identified to be the Growth 
(GDP coefficient that shows the growth of GDP over time), an univariate sampling 
with 1000 simulations were used. After the sensitivity simulation the graphs show the 
effect of changes in input variable on output of the model.  

6.2.12.1 Sensitivity simulation: Sweden Case 

Sensitivity analysis is to test the assumption's changes about the value of constants in 
the model and analyze the results.  

The influencing parameters (GDP in this case) calibrated by historical data but they 
may change over time because of structural changes. These parameters also can 
change by changing in the state of the system because normally they are related to a 
specific state of the system. 
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In the sensitivity run, the effect of the Growth of GDP is analyzed on the future trend 
of Country throughput  and Capacity utilization. The variable is shown in Table 6. 4. 

Table 6.4  Variable in Sensitivity Simulation. 
Variable Distribution Min Max 
Growth RANDOM_UNIFORM 1.0644 1.1196 

The results of sensitivity simulations for Sweden are illustrated in Fig. 6.12, Fig.6.13 
and Fig. 6.14. In these figures due to the wide variation in growth variable (1.0644-
1.1196) allowing to vary ±30% from the growth value in the calibration phase) which 
is the uncertain variable in this model, the result would vary widely. This wide 
variation of input is so beneficial and provides extreme value test, which also can 
reveals the flaws in model formulation.  

 
 

 
Fig. 6.12 Sweden GDP in Sensitivity Simulation 

 

Fig.6. 12 shows the confidence bounds for all output values of GDP that were 
generated when the growth parameter were randomly varied about its distributions. 
There are four bands of uncertainty (50%, 75%, 95% and 100%). The outer bound 
(100 %) show maximum values of almost 1.2 trillion dollars and minimum values of 
almost 600 billion dollars.  The first simulation run (with the constant value of growth 
in the model) is the red line.  
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Fig. 6.13 Sweden Throughput in Sensitivity Simulation 

As well as GDP, the sensitivity graph for Country Throughput is provided in Fig.6. 13. 
It shows the confidence bounds for all output values of Throughput with the same 
situation as for GDP. The outer bound (100 %) show maximum values of almost 2.1 
million TEUs and minimum values of almost 1.2 million TEUs.  The first simulation 
run (with the constant value of growth in the model) is plotted as a line. 

 

 
Fig. 6.14 Sweden Excess Capacity in Sensitivity Simulation 

As it shows in Fig. 6.14, the confidence bounds for all output values of Excess 
Capacity, with the same situation as GDP and Throughput is provided. Changes in 
GDP have negative effect of Port Excess Capacity, because it results in further 
container Demand and need for extra capacity and investment. The outer bound 
(100%), shows maximum values of almost 700,000 TEUs before the year 2018 and it 
shows that Sweden will need extra capacity from 2017. 
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6.3 System Dynamic Model for China 
As a second case the China Country Throughput and Capacity is analyzed, but the 
Modeling processes are the same as in Sweden Case. 

6.3.1 Expert’s experiences 

As the aim is a global model which can apply to all countries, the influencing factors 
on country throughput will be the same as discussed in Sweden Case. 

6.3.2 Data Collection 

China Data: Ports throughput data collected from different resources. From 1991 to 
2004, from Shen Zhen port: http://www.szport.net:8080/eng/Statistics/open1_21.htm . 

From 2001 to 2006 data collected from china ports:  

http://english.chinaports.org/info/200810/000111.html. 

And the rest of data (2007-2010) collected from AAPA which provides world port 
rankings where collected data for 10 biggest ports of china.  

GDP Data: GDP of China also collected from UNCTADSTAT:  

http://unctadstat.unctad.org/ReportFolders/reportFolders.aspx?sCS_referer=&sCS_Ch
osenLang=en   

where we collected the real GDP from 1970 to 2011.  

6.3.3 Correlation between variables 

Like in Sweden there is a high correlation between GDP and Throughput in the data of 
China, but Exchange Rate has lower correlation and there is no any appropriate data 
for Industrial Index in China therefore we will have the same influencing factor for 
China as well. The correlation between parameters is illustrated in Table 6.5. 

 
Table 6.5 Correlation between dependent variable and Independent variables for China 

Parameters Correlation with 
Throughput (China Data) 

GDP 0.960205 

Exchange Rate 0.875335 

Industrial Index Data not available 

6.3.4 Model Development 

As the Influencing factors are the same as Sweden Case, the same Models for Supply 
and Demand are  provided for China. 

 

6.3.5 Mathematical equation for experiment 1: case of China 

Here like Sweden, First the equations for GDP are provided. List of equations based 
on their complexity which is provided by applying Genetic Programming on GDP with 
one year lag. The results are represented in Table 6.6. 

 

http://www.szport.net:8080/eng/Statistics/open1_21.htm�
http://english.chinaports.org/info/200810/000111.html�
http://unctadstat.unctad.org/ReportFolders/reportFolders.aspx?sCS_referer=&sCS_ChosenLang=en�
http://unctadstat.unctad.org/ReportFolders/reportFolders.aspx?sCS_referer=&sCS_ChosenLang=en�
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Table 6.6 Mathematical equations for GDP and GDP with one year Delay (China Data) 
Index Solution Complexity 

1 GDP = 1.175*GDP1D 3 
2 GDP = 1.195*GDP1D - 3.842e4 5 
3 GDP = GDP1D/(0.852 - 0.03944*sin(GDP1D)) 11 
4 GDP = (GDP1D - 2.429e4)/(0.848 - 0.03881*sin(GDP1D)) 13 
5 GDP = 1.246*GDP1D + 1.527e10/GDP1D - 1.232e5 10 
6 GDP = 1.151*GDP1D + 0.08063*GDP1D*cos(0.1269*GDP1D) 14 
7 GDP = 1.177*GDP1D + 0.07536*GDP1D*cos(0.1365*GDP1D) - 4.141e4 16 
8 GDP = GDP1D 1 

9 GDP = 1.179*GDP1D + 0.05701*GDP1D*sin(GDP1D) + 
0.07522*GDP1D*cos(0.1375*GDP1D) 23 

10 GDP = 1.186*GDP1D + 0.05631*GDP1D*sin(GDP1D) + 
0.07548*GDP1D*cos(0.1375*GDP1D) - 2.411e4 25 

11 GDP = 1.186*GDP1D + 0.07606*GDP1D*cos(0.1375*GDP1D) + 
0.05641*GDP1D*sin(6.21 + GDP1D) - 2.401e4 27 

12 GDP = 1.186*GDP1D + 0.05641*GDP1D*sin(6.196 + GDP1D) + 
0.07657*GDP1D*cos(6.273 + 0.1375*GDP1D) - 2.353e4 29 

13 GDP = 1.185*GDP1D + 0.06533*GDP1D*sin(GDP1D) + 
0.08046*GDP1D*cos(0.1375*GDP1D) - 2.674e4 - 3.902e4*sin(GDP1D) 32 

14 
GDP = 1.185*GDP1D + 0.06531*GDP1D*sin(GDP1D) + 
0.08053*GDP1D*cos(0.1375*GDP1D) - 2.621e4 - 3.988e4*sin(0.1105 + 
GDP1D) 

34 

15 
GDP = 1.188*GDP1D + 0.06267*GDP1D*sin(GDP1D) + 
0.07989*GDP1D*cos(0.1375*GDP1D) - 3.03e4 - 3.69e4*sin(GDP1D + cos(-
0.01861*GDP1D)) 

80 

16 

GDP = 1.188*GDP1D + 0.06267*GDP1D*sin(GDP1D) + 
0.07446*GDP1D*cos(0.1375*GDP1D) + 
0.006*GDP1D*sin(GDP1D)*cos(0.1375*GDP1D) - 3.188e4 - 
3.549e4*sin(GDP1D + cos(-0.01861*GDP1D)) 

112 

Again, selected solutions are with the highest complexity and normal complexity 
which will result in 2 scenarios.   

EQ.2.1)  

EQ.2.2)  

 

 

After GDP, we need to define the mathematical relation between GDP and 
Throughput, it is provided in EQ.2.3: 

 
EQ.2.3)  

The rest of variables will have the same equations as Sweden data, because all these 
variables are supply variables and completely similar to Sweden case. 
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6.3.6 Model calibration: China Case 
 

In order to calibrate the model, we will have the same process.  

The result of the calibration is presented in Fig.6. 15. As it shows, the red line is real 
throughput from the historical data, the green line is the result of mathematical model 
for Throughput, based on GDP, and the blue line is the result of calibration. The 
boundary for growth would be as below: 

 

0 <= growth = 1.18<= 1.3 

 

 
Fig. 6.15 China Throughput Calibration 

 
 

6.3.7 Simulation: China Case 
For simulation of the model, the same time period will use (2000-2018), because they 
will need extra capacity in this period. The simulation results for Country Throughput 
and GDP are shown in Fig.6.15 and Fig. 6.16 accordingly.. As illustrated in Fig. 6. 16, 
the blue line is the historical data of China Throughput and the red line is the result of 
simulation. As you can see the throughput is growing and it will reach to more than 
500 million TEUs, before 2018 and it will need extra capacity (Cranes).  
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Fig. 6.16 China Throughput Simulation 

 

The result of simulation for GDP is presented in Fig. 6.17 based on two scenarios 
(EQ.2.1 and EQ.2.2) and also the historical data of GDP. The black line (GDPLookup) 
represents the real value of GDP from the historical data. The gray line (GDP2) 
represents the estimation of GDP according to EQ.2.1 and the green line (GDP1) 
represents simulation results based on EQ.2.2. It shows that the result of EQ.2.1 is 
more fitted to the historical data so this equation was chosen to forecast the future 
values. Again, because over-fitting, it is better to choose the less complex model.  
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Fig. 6.17 China GDP Simulation 

 

6.3.8 Sensitivity analysis: China Case 

The uncertain variables here would be the same as Sweden. Here as well a univariate 
sampling with 1000 simulations with random_uniform distribution on Growth variable 
is provided. 

6.3.9 Sensitivity simulation: China Case 

As it is the same as Sweden Case the effect of the Growth of GDP on the future trend 
of Country throughput and Capacity utilization in the sensitivity run is applied. The 
variable is shown in Table 6.7. 

 
Table 6.7 Variable in Sensitivity Simulation for China. 

Variable Distribution Min Max 
Growth RANDOM_UNIFORM 1.126 1.234 

The results of sensitivity simulations for China are illustrated in Fig. 6.18, Fig.6.19 and 
Fig. 6.20. Here also wide variation in growth variable (1.126- 1.234 which is allowing 
to vary ±30% from the growth value in the calibration phase.) results in wide variation 
of results.  
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Fig. 6.18 China GDP sensitivity analysis 
 

Fig.6. 18 provides the confidence bounds of all GDP values based on the growth value 
when it varies randomly about its distribution. The outer bound (100 %) show 
maximum values of almost 30 trillion dollars and minimum values of almost 8 trillion 
dollars.  

 
Fig. 6.19 China Throughput sensitivity analysis 

 

The sensitivity graph for Country Throughput is shown in Fig.6. 19. The outer bound 
(100 %) show maximum values of almost 600 million TEUs and minimum values of 
almost 180 million TEUs.  
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Fig. 6.20 China Excess Capacity sensitivity analysis 
 

As it shows in Fig. 6.20, we have the confidence bounds for all output values of 
Excess Capacity, with the same situation as GDP and Throughput. The outer bound 
(100%), shows maximum values of almost 100 million TEUs before the year 2018 and 
forecasted values shows that China will need extra capacity from 2016. 

 

6.4 Country vs. Port  
The aim of forecasting of container throughput is to forecast the growth of demand and 
compare it with the current supply (the main parameter in supply for handling 
container is Crane). As it is shown in Table 6.8, all important variables in the model 
(GDP, Throughput, Country Capacity, Excess Capacity and Threshold to Invest) are 
shown by their values from 2000 to 2018. All these values are the results of model 
simulation on Sweden country data. In 2017, the country Throughput would be more 
than 85% of the country capacity (Threshold to Invest =1) and they should start 
investing in their ports to provide sufficient supply for the cargo demand. 

 
Table 6.8 Forecasting results of Sweden Cargo Demand and Supply 

Time 
(Year) GDP Throughput Country 

Capacity 
Excess 

Capacity 
Threshold to 

Invest 
2000 270,006 797,341 2.256 M 1.459 M 0 
2001 294,847 921,773 2.256 M 1.334 M 0 
2002 321,973 922,187 2.256 M 1.334 M 0 
2003 351,595 905,772 2.256 M 1.350 M 0 
2004 383,941 1.004 M 2.256 M 1.251 M 0 
2005 419,264 1.041 M 2.256 M 1.214 M 0 
2006 457,836 1.044 M 2.256 M 1.211 M 0 
2007 499,957 1.194 M 2.256 M 1.061 M 0 
2008 545,953 1.199 M 2.256 M 1.056 M 0 
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Time 
(Year) GDP Throughput Country 

Capacity 
Excess 

Capacity 
Threshold to 

Invest 
2009 596,181 1.247 M 2.256 M 1.009 M 0 
2010 651,030 1.330 M 2.256 M 925,784 0 
2011 710,925 1.461 M 2.256 M 795,042 0 
2012 776,330 1.465 M 2.256 M 791,488 0 
2013 847,752 1.651 M 2.256 M 604,569 0 
2014 925,745 1.676 M 2.256 M 579,845 0 
2015 1.010 M 1.863 M 2.256 M 393,079 0 
2016 1.103 M 1.916 M 2.256 M 340,419 0 
2017 1.205 M 2.042 M 2.256 M 213,745 1 
2018 1.316 M 2.190 M 2.256 M 66,286 1 

On the other hand, each port in a country is totally different from other ports in case of 
infrastructure, trading commodities, connected industries and other means of 
transports. Therefore each port should be considered separately to find the most 
probable time to invest. As a sample, the results of model for Gothenburg Port (the 
biggest port in Sweden) are provided in Table 6.9. As shown in Table 6.9, the results 
for Gothenburg Port are different from the whole country as it needs to start investing 
from the year of 2015 (Threshold to Invest = 1 which means that 85% of Total 
Capacity is utilized by Demand). From information collected in Containerisation 
International yearbook 2012 (Informa 2011) it is stated that the authorities in 
Gothenburg port started investing on port infrastructure, but sooner they need to add 
new cranes to handle extra loads, according to the results of our forecasting in Table 
6.9. The result of model for all ports in Sweden is provided in Table 6.10 which shows 
the time to invest for each port. 

 
Table 6.9 Forecasting results of Gothenburg Port Cargo Demand and Supply 

Time 
(Year) GDP Throughput Port 

Capacity 

Port 
Excess 

Capacity 

Threshold 
to Invest 

2000 270,006 797,341 1.717 M 1.091 M 0 
2001 294,847 921,773 1.717 M 994,070 0 
2002 321,973 922,187 1.717 M 993,745 0 
2003 351,595 905,772 1.717 M 1.006 M 0 
2004 383,941 1.004 M 1.717 M 929,076 0 
2005 419,264 1.041 M 1.717 M 899,959 0 
2006 457,836 1.044 M 1.717 M 897,563 0 
2007 499,957 1.194 M 1.717 M 780,030 0 
2008 545,953 1.199 M 1.717 M 775,842 0 
2009 596,181 1.247 M 1.717 M 738,704 0 
2010 651,030 1.330 M 1.717 M 673,237 0 
2011 710,925 1.461 M 1.717 M 570,674 0 
2012 776,330 1.465 M 1.717 M 567,887 0 
2013 847,752 1.651 M 1.717 M 421,255 0 
2014 925,745 1.676 M 1.717 M 401,860 0 
2015 1.010 M 1.863 M 1.717 M 255,349 1 
2016 1.103 M 1.916 M 1.717 M 214,038 1 
2017 1.205 M 2.042 M 1.717 M 114,667 1 
2018 1.316 M 2.190 M 1.717 M -1,009 1 
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Table 6.10 Forecasting the time of investment for Swedish important ports 

Port-Name Port-Capacity (in TEU) Port-Investment Date 
Gävle 2,620,800 2029 

Göteborg 4,848,480 2015 
Helsingborg 1,769,040 2018 

Malmö 1,193,400 2029 
Norrköping 2,096,640 2038 
Stockholm 786,240 2023 
Västerås 78,6240 2024 

Wallhamn 187,200 2018 
Åhus 524,160 2023 

 

6.5 Experiment 3, Artificial Neural Networks (ANN)  
As another experiment to compare our model with traditional methods, the ANN was 
applied on the data of Sweden and China to forecast the future trend of the country 
throughput for these two cases. The Neural Network used for this case, has 3 hidden 
layers with 1 hidden unit. The variables are the same as in our system dynamics (GDP 
and Country Throughput). 

6.5.1 Sweden Case 

For Sweden, available data for GDP and country Throughput are from 1999 to 2011.  
First the whole dataset were used to forecast country throughput up to 2018 (as in 
previous experiments). The first 9 observations are considered as training values and 
the reset (4 observations) are using for testing the network and validation. The results 
are shown in Fig. 6.21. To compare the result of ANN and System Dynamics, even the 
results of System Dynamics are not calibrated well (not fitted on the real values), the 
forecasting values are following the trend of real values and provides reliable results. It 
should be considered that in ANN, the reliability of results is highly dependent to the 
number of observations, but here the number of observation is very low (from 2000 to 
2011).   

 

 
Fig. 6.21 Sweden Container Throughput forecasted by Different methods 
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6.5.2 China Case 

In China the same variables (GDP and country Throughput) are chosen from 2000 to 
2010. Also the country throughput is forecasted up to 2018. The first 7 observations 
are considered as training values and the reset (4 observations) considered as test set. 
The results are shown in Fig. 6.22.  

In this case, the results of System Dynamics have a high growth and it is dependent to 
the non-linear behavior of its model and follows its trend. In ANN the trend looks 
linear, while the real values are not completely linear. In addition, like previous case 
(Sweden) the number of observations, highly affects the result of ANN forecast.  

 
Fig. 6.22  China Container Throughput forecasted by Different methods 

6.6 Experiment 4, considering the case study for Finland   

In addition to two case studies (Sweden and China), there is another case which is 
focused on one country (Finland) and provided a specific model for Finland 
throughput and its capacity. A comparison in case of model between our model and 
their model is conducted. 

6.6.1 Model Description 

As it shows in Fig.6. 23, in order to forecast the port capacity they forecast in port 
level and then provide summary for the whole country. They separate the port 
throughput into two types, foreign trade and transit and in each part they considered 
different influencing parameters. Also they have considered market share of these two 
types of trade. 
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Fig. 6.23 Finland model submodules adopted from (Ruutu 2008) 

Their Foreign trade is consists of economic development, transport intensities and 
share of transport units. For economic development they considered GDP and share of 
each industry to the growth of GDP. Transport intensities is the amount of shipment 
per industry, but they use for all industries, the same growth rate in transport 
intensities because of lack of data. Share of transport units which are containers, 
trailers and trucks is calculated in tons. 

In order to forecast the transit they only considered Import transit because their export 
is not expected to growth. Also they assumed that the number of trucks and trailers for 
transit are constant. Also they expect that the growth of import transit will slow down 
in the future. 

For calculating the Demand and Capacity of ports they have port market shares, port 
demand forecasting and capacity acquisition.  

Port market share is consists of foreign trade and transit market share. These are 
different from port to port and follow different structures, but they assumed to have the 
same structure in their works. For port demand forecasting they forecast the traffic 
demand by use of a Trend function which used to calculate the perceived fractional 
growth in port traffic. For capacity acquisition, further to interaction of capacity on 
demand, they have the interaction of the capacity of different ports. They also have 
this consideration that by increasing the port transportation, new machineries should 
be added and the available land can be assumed constant. They provided a number of 
assumptions to simplify the model. 

6.6.2 Model Comparison  

In comparison between our model and the Finland model the following differences can 
be seen: 

• For port traffic they have foreign trade and transit but we only used the 
total throughput and did not separate them because of the lack of sufficient 
data. 

•  For foreign trade, they have 3 influencing parameters: economic 
development, transport intensities and share of transport units. However 
our work focused on container transportation and we don’t need to 
consider the transport intensities and share of transport units. 
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• In both models GDP is the main economic influencing factor, but in 
Finland work they applied the share of each industry in GDP growth, but 
as it does not have sufficient correlation in Sweden case and we did not 
have data in China case, we excluded this parameter. 

• For Demand and Capacity they have the interaction of demand and 
capacity in each port and considered the port market share, demand 
forecasting and capacity acquisition, but in our case we provided a holistic 
model which considered demand as total throughput and supply as total 
capacity which also can apply for each port separately (described in 
section 6.4). In this part their model is more detail but with some 
assumptions for capacity and investment, while in our model capacity is 
more detail and is based on the port facilities (Cranes) which provides 
more accurate results in case of capacity calculation. 
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7 RESULTS ANALYSIS 

7.1 Two Case studies (China and Sweden) 

Case studies reveal that the simulation results are closer to the historical data. Even 
with one appropriate influencing factor which is (GDP), it is possible to forecast the 
future trend of country throughput in an acceptable level.  

Of course, it would be more accurate to have more influencing factors, but then it will 
need further studies on influencing factors of the countries in detail and then finding 
out their mutual influencing factors to provide a global model. Otherwise the final 
model would be specific to one or some countries and will not applicable to other 
countries. Also such detail model will need to refine over time, because the influencing 
factors may change over time in a country. 

Furthermore, GDP is made of 5 main indicators: (private) consumption, fixed 
investment, change in inventories, government purchases (i.e. government 
consumption), and net exports (Roubini 1998) which seems affective on the country 
throughput. Therefore our simple model looks fulfilling and appropriate to forecast 
country throughput in all cases. 

7.2 ANN cases 

As mentioned in section 6.1.4, conventional methods like ANN, have some problems 
which can be overcome by System Dynamics. In addition they rely on historical data 
and do not take into account the effect of changes in strategy. Furthermore, to forecast 
Country Throughput which is a complex system with deep uncertainty, they are 
inappropriate.  

In our case, we simplified it and only two variables (GDP and Country Throughput) 
considered, but the results were not satisfactory, because for conventional methods it is 
very important to have a large number of observations to find the trend of data. ANN 
is a “black box” and looks into data to find its pattern and trends and provide 
appropriate forecasting results.  

The other advantage of our system is applying Genetic Programming to provide 
mathematical model for the parameters of the system which is a “white box” and 
provides fitted mathematical model to the historical data. 

7.3 Experiment 4, Model comparison   

To compare the results of two dynamic models (our work and Finland model (Ruutu 
2008)), both models provide reliable results. It is proved by comparing to the historical 
values of GDP and Country Throughput. Our model is more general and can apply to 
every other cases but it may need some changes in demand part in specific cases. To 
prove this claim, it is necessary to apply the model on many different countries. 
The other important issue is the availability of data which affect the model, so with 
less parameter we can have a general model for every country. From this view also our 
model is more general and applicable to every case.  
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Furthermore, in order to invest in specific ports, the market share of each port in the 
country is more important than other parameters. From this view, the Finland model is 
more appropriate, but in our case, we have a holistic view of country and we do not 
consider the interaction of ports in a country. However the model can be applied for 
each port separately (see section 6.4).  
The other advantage of our work is to use Genetic Programming to define the 
mathematical equation for Supply part of the model, but it needs the historical data for 
each parameter to provide equations out of that. Eventually, we will have accurate 
equations that may not need to use calibration. 

7.4 Analysis 

7.4.1 Forecasting Technique  

In comparison to all statistical methods, the Genetic Programming provides better 
results and it is argued to be “white box” method in comparison to Neural Networks. 
Also Genetic Programming tries to fit in data and provide an accurate equation but 
needs sufficient data to find its trends. Moreover, the complexity and over-fitting of 
the equation is an important issue that should be considered by users when utilizing the 
Eureqa. If these mentioned issues are covered, then the resulting equation would be 
more accurate, reliable and calibration of model can be excluded.  

The combination of System Dynamics and Genetic programming shows that the 
results would be more accurate with considering all influencing factors, their causal 
relations and accurate equations.  

This general model is applicable to every port/country, but the influencing parameters 
may vary from country to country. The Supply part of the model is universal and 
applicable to every country, but the Demand part may change according to the 
influencing factors in that country. Demand influencing factors are dependent to expert 
users’ contribution. The reliability and accuracy of the results needs sufficient 
knowledge about endogenous and exogenous variables in the system, which will affect 
the model. This can be used as a base model to forecast country demand and 
investment plan. 

7.4.2 Monte Carlo Simulation   

As described in sensitivity analysis, Monte Carlo Simulation is a powerful tool to 
analyze the effect of uncertain parameters. This can highly affect the output of the 
model and consider these effects before happening, and also will yield a confidence 
limit to the model of forecasting. Moreover, we can analyze different scenarios by 
affecting different variables and analyzing their probability distribution.  

7.4.3 Graphical Results 

The visualized results are more comfortable for the user. It should be mentioned that 
the diagrams and tables has been provided by Vensim and Eureqa.It is not only 
facilitates the decision making for the users, but also provides further facilities to 
analyze the results and extract hidden views of the system.   
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8 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 

8.1 Conclusions 

This research aims to provide a decision support system to assist experts in port 
management to forecast future trends of cargo demand. By forecasting the future 
demand, decision makers will be able to decide on sufficient supply. For example, in 
case of necessity, based on forecasting results, the infrastructure can be expanded and 
also the capacity of ports can be managed. This will help not only to invest in right 
place and time, but also to balance their demand between ports in a country. 

The majority of previous researches considered only statistical methods to forecast the 
future cargo demand. Sometimes the previous research studies applied only one 
method and then compared it with others and provided advantages and disadvantages 
of each methods. In some other cases the previous research studies were combining 
statistical methods to analyze linear and non linear behavior of influencing parameters 
in cargo demand to conduct a forecast later and its future demand. All the research 
studies that were collected were analyzed and then classified into a table (c.f., chapter 
4). Recently, some studies applied system dynamics to analyze all interactions in the 
system and forecast the future cargo demand like (Ruutu 2008) and (E. Suryani et al. 
2012).   

In this research we combined system dynamics with genetic programming to benefit 
from the advantages of each method. By using the system dynamics modeling 
technique, we defined all influencing parameters and their interactions in the system. 
By use of genetic programming we provided accurate equations between different 
parameters and country demand. In Genetic Programming, all the equations can be 
fitted into data. At last, even we do not need to calibrate the equations to fit into 
historical data. This will provide a reliable model to forecast demand and align the 
supply with it. 

To validate our model, it is applied on two different countries and the results from the 
analysis indicate that the simplified model provides an acceptable model and it follows 
the trend of historical data. To compare our model with previous statistical methods 
the results of our model in Sweden and China were compared with the result of neural 
network in another case study with the same data. To compare our model with other 
similar studies, it turned out that it is closely related to the model for Finland. After 
comparison and analysis of their advantages and disadvantages, we concluded that our 
simplified model can apply as a global model to other countries, but it needs to prove 
with a number of different case studies (different countries with different situations).    

To analyze the uncertain variables, which can affect the model, we used Monte Carlo 
simulation. It assesses the sensitivity of our model to changes in input variables. The 
final model is applicable to every country, but it needs to apply the local econometric 
parameters, which affect the country throughput. By considering the share of each port 
in total demand of the country, we can apply the model to each port and forecast the 
future trends in order to find the right date to invest and extend the capacity to handle 
Demand. 
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8.2 Future works 

In this study, we only considered the cranes as the main parameter of the port capacity 
and constructed our supply model based on that. It would be more accurate if we apply 
other parameters such as accessibility of port, type and size of ships and also other 
means of transports connected to the port.  

Port selection criteria are often based on some parameters such as ports 
competitiveness and attractiveness.  These parameters are defined based on some 
attributes such as policies and price of shipment which highly affect the port cargo 
demand. Port selection criteria can be considered to increase the level of accuracy in 
forecasting. 

Other forecasting methods like the combination of particle swarm and system 
dynamics can be applied. The result should be analyzed and compared with 
experienced methods. 
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APPENDIX 1 
 
Classification Table of previous studies 

Index Authors Year Used Methods Variables Forecasted 
country Reference 

1 King-Fai Fung 2001 
Statistical: Port, competitor and 

economic variables 

 
a) VECM - Vector Error 
Correction Model 

China / Hong 
Kong (Fung 2001) 

2 A. Veenstra, H. 
Haralambides 2001 

Statistical:

Univariate 

 
a) VAR - Vector 
Autoregression with error 
correction component 

Flows 
between 
world regions 

(Veenstra & 
Haralambides 2001) 

3 Cao Weiqun, 
Wang Nuo 2003 Artificial Neural Network: Port variables  

Back Propagation NN China / Dalian (Nuo 2003) 

4 

Eddie C. M. 
Hui, William 
Seabrooke, 
Gordon K. C. 
Wong 

2004 
Statistical: Port and economic 

variables 

 
a) VECM - Vector Error 
Correction Model 

China / Hong 
Kong 

(E. C. M. Hui et al. 
2004) 

5 

William H.K. 
Lam, M. Asce, 
Pan L.P. Ng, 
William 
Seabrooke, 
Eddie C.M. Hui 

2004 

Artificial Neural Network: 
a) 37 Back Propagation 
NNs, each for specific 
freight movement 
Statistical: Economic variables 

a) 37 simple regressions, 
each for specific freight 
movement 

China / Hong 
Kong 

(P. L. P. Ng et al. 
2004) 

6 Z. Guo, X. 
Song, J. Ye 2005 

Grey Theory:

Univariate 

 
GM(1,1) improved by 
Verhulst model,  
Residuals correction by 
Fourier series 

China / Dalian (Guo et al. 2005) 

7 Syafi'i 2006 
Statistical:

Economic variables 
 

VECM - Vector Error 
Correction Model 

Indonesia (Syafi’i & others 
2006) 

8 H. Hwang, S. 
Bae, G. Cho 2007 

Artificial Neural Network: 
Port variables a) Group Method of Data 

Handling-Type: GMDH NN 

South Korea / 
Busan  (Hwang 2007) 

9 
Xing Fanhui, 
Shen Lixin, 
Yang Zhan 

2007 
Artificial Neural Networks:

Univariate 
 

a) Radial Basis Function NN 
b) Back Propagation NN 

China / 
Shanghai (Fanhui 2007) 

10 K.L Mak, D.H. 
Yang 2007 

Support Vector Machines: 
a) Approximate Least 
Squares SVM 
b) Least Squares SVM 
c) SVM 
Artificial Neural Networks:

Univariate 

 
a) Radial Basis Function NN 

China / Hong 
Kong 

(Mak & D. H. Yang 
2007) 

11 

Chien-Cahng 
Chou, Ching-
Wu Chu, Gin-
Shuh Liang 

2008 

Statistical:

Economic variables 

 
a) Modified Regression 
Model 
b) Traditional Regression 

Taiwan (C. C. Chou et al. 
2008) 
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Index Authors Year Used Methods Variables Forecasted 
country Reference 

12 
Kejia CHen, 
Qishan Zhang, 
Jiaying Chen 

2008 

Grey Theory:

Univariate 

 
a) GM(1,1) 
b) Metabolic GM(1,1) 
c) New Information 
GM(1,1) 

China / 
Fuzhou (K. Chen et al. 2008) 

13 J. Li, Y. Chen, 
X. Cui 2008 

Hybrid Model:

Univariate 

 
a) LESM(Linear 
Exponential Smoothing 
Average) 
b) SMA (Simple Moving 
Average)  
c) Elman Neural Network 

China / Dalian (J. Li et al. 2008) 

14 An Lihua, Xu 
Hengqin 2009 

Grey Theory:

Univariate 

 
a) GM(1,1)  
b) GM(1,1) with Markov 
Chain improvement 

China / 
Tianjin 

(Lihua & Hengqin 
2009) 

15 Lili, Zhao 
Qiuhong 2009 Grey Theory: Univariate  

a) GM(1,1) 
China / 
Qinhuangdao 

(Qiuhong & others 
2009) 

16 
Li Ke, Sun 
Chengcheng, 
Yang Jiangnan 

2009 

Hybrid Model:

Univariate 

 
a) Secondary Exponential 
Smoothing 
b) Nonlinear Regression 
c) Artificial NN 

China / 
Nanchang (Ke et al. 2009) 

17 Wen-Yi Peng, 
Ching-Wu Chu 2009 

Decomposition model 
Trigonometric Regression 
GM(1,1) 
Hybrid GM(1,1) 
SARIMA 

Univariate 

Taiwan / 
Keelung, 
Taichung, 
Kaohsiung 

(Peng & C.-W. Chu 
2009) 

18 
Xin Tian, 
Xiaoshan Lu, 
Xingmai Deng 

2009 

Hybrid Model (TEI@I):

Univariate 

 
 X12 
SARIMA 
Back Propagation NN 

China / 
Shenzen (X. Tian et al. 2009) 

19 
C. Kejia, C. 
Jiaying, Z. 
Qishan 

2009 

Grey Theory: 
a) Metabolism GM(1,1) 
Statistical: 

GDP for ARIMAX, 
univariate for GM 

a) ARIMAX 

China / 
Fuzhou (Kejia et al. 2009) 

20 

Lili Qu, Yan 
Chen, Shengjun 
Qin, Shuyong 
Liu 

2010 

Hybrid Model (TEI@I):

Univariate 

 
a) Linear and Polynomial 
Regression 
b) GM(1,1)  
c) Back Propagation NN 

China / Dalian (Qu et al. 2010) 

21 
Xiaoming 
Yang, Ziqi Xu, 
Fan Shu 

2010 

Statistical: 
Multivariable Regression 
Artificial Neural Networks:

Port and region 
variables  

a) Back Propagation NN 

China / 
Tianjin, 
Shanghai, 
Shenzhen 

(X. Yang et al. 2010) 

22 
Shih-Huang 
Chen, Jun-Nan 
Chen 

2010 

Statistical: 
a) SARIMA  
b) X-11  
Genetic Programming: Univariate 

a) Time series Symbolic 
Regression 

Taiwan (S.-H. Chen & J.-N. 
Chen 2010) 

23 

V. Gosasang, 
W. 
Chandraprakaik
ul, S. Kiattisin 

2010 Artificial Neural Networks: Economic variables  
a) Back Propagation NN 

Thailand / 
Bangkok 

(Gosasang et al. 
2010) 
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24 Peihua Fu, 
Yajie Li 2010 

Hybrid Model: Port, region and 
economic variables 

 
a) Back Propagation NN  
b) GM(1,1) 

China / 
Ningbo (Fu & Y. Li 2010) 

25 

Xin Tian, Lizhi 
Xu, Liming Liu, 
Shouyang 
Wang 

2010 

Hybrid Model (TEI@I):

Port and region 
variables 

  
a) SARIMA 
b) VAR - Vector 
Autoregression  
c) Radial Basis Function NN 

China / Hong 
Kong (X. Tian et al. 2010) 

26 D. Wu, X. Pan 2010 Support Vector Machine: Univariate  
a) SVM 

China / 
Jiujiang (Wu & Pan 2010) 

27 W. Liu, Z. Lu, 
Z. Liao 2010 Grey Theory: Univariate  

a) GM(1,1) 

China / 
Guangxi 
Beibu Gulf 

(W.-F. Liu et al. 
2010) 

28 Peilin Zhang, 
Yang Cui 2011 

Hybrid Model: 

Univariate 
a) Elman NN 
b) GM(1,1) 
c) Cubic Exponential 
Smoothing 

China / 
Shanghai 

(P. Zhang & Y. Cui 
2011) 

29 Liu Shuang, 
Tian Lixia 2012 

Grey Theory: 
Univariate a) GM(1,1) improved by 

Markov chain model 

China / 
Qinhuangdao 

(Shuang & Lixia 
2012) 

30 
C. van Dorsser, 
M. Wolters, B. 
van Wee 

2012 a) Multivariable Regressions 
Statistical: Economic Variables 

France, 
Belgium, the 
Netherlands, 
Germany / Le 
Havre - 
Hamburg 
Range 

(van Dorsser et al. 
2012) 

31 

P.W. de 
Langen, J. van 
Meijeren, L.A. 
Tavasszy 

2012 
TRANS-TOOLS model 
with applied expert 
judgement 

Economic Variables 

France, 
Belgium, the 
Netherlands, 
Germany / Le 
Havre - 
Hamburg 
Range 

(de Langen et al. 
2012) 
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